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vABSTRACT
Typical optical systems are designed to be implemented in free space or clean
media. However, the presence of optical scattering media scrambles light waves and
becomes a problem in light field control, optical imaging, and sensing.
To address the problem caused by optical scattering media, we discuss two types
of solutions in this thesis. One type of solution is active control, where active
modulators are used to modulate the light wave to compensate the wave distortion
caused by optical scattering. The other type of solution is computational optics,
where physical and mathematical models are built to computationally reconstruct
the information from the measured distorted wavefront.
In the part of active control, we first demonstrate coherent light focusing through
scattering media by transmission matrix inversion. The transmission matrix in-
version approach can realize coherent light control through scattering media with
higher fidelity compared to conventional transmission matrix approaches. Then,
by combining the pre-designed scattering metasurface with wavefront shaping, we
demonstrate a beam steering system with large angular and high angular resolution.
Next, we present optical-channel-based intensity streaming (OCIS), which uses only
intensity information of light fields to realize light control through scattering me-
dia. This solution can be used to control spatially incoherent light propagating
through scattering media. In the part of computational optics, we first demonstrate
the idea of interferometric speckle visibility spectroscopy (ISVS) to measure the
information cerebral blood flow. In ISVS, a camera records the speckle frames of
diffused light from the human subject interferometrically, and the speckle statistics
is used to calculate the speckle decorrelation time and consequently the blood flow
index. Then, we compare the two methods of decorrelation time measurements
- temporal sampling methods and spatial ensemble methods - and derive unified
mathematical expressions for them in terms of measurement accuracy. Based on
current technology of camera sensors and single detectors, our results indicate that
spatial ensemblemethods can have higher decorrelation timemeasurement accuracy
compared to commonly used temporal sampling methods.
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1C h a p t e r 1
INTRODUCTION
Optics have accompanied human beings for a long time. From copper mirrors
thousands of years ago, to simple lenses and prisms a few hundred years ago, until
microscopy, photography, and lithography systems nowadays, optical systems have
experienced a great evolution. Most of the abovementioned systems are designed for
free space or clear media. In other words, typically there is no scatterer in between
the optical system and the target, and light travels along straight lines between them.
However, as optical systems are implemented in broader areas, the presence of
scattering media breaks the free space or clear media assumption. For instance,
when driving in a foggy day, the object from far away cannot be seen clearly. This is
because the light is scattered by the fog particles in between our eyes and the object,
and no longer follows the straight line propagation in certain levels. In fact, the fog
particle here is a type of scattering medium that prevents the optical system from
imaging the object correctly. This light scattering problem actually exists in many
research and engineering areas, such as deep tissue imaging, remote sensing, and
astronomy.
In this chapter, we will discuss the physics of light, the phenomena of optical scat-
tering, the mathematical models, as well as the engineering approaches to overcome
the problems caused by optical scattering media.
We first discuss the physics of light in two perspectives: classical Maxwell’s equa-
tions and quantum optics. The Maxwell’s equations describe the light propagation,
while the quantum optics describe the quantum nature of photons. We then dis-
cuss the temporal coherence and spatial coherence of light. Next, we discuss the
interaction between light and scattering media in two manners, absorption and scat-
tering. The scattered light consequently generates the scattered light patterns with
certain statistical properties, termed speckle patterns. After that, we introduce the
transmission matrix theory for modeling the input-output relation of light propagat-
ing through scattering media. Based on the transmission matrix, optical wavefront
shaping can be used to control light propagation through or inside scattering media.
Light propagation inside scattering media can also be modeled by the diffusion
equation, and it has broad applications especially when transmission matrix char-
2acterization is not applicable. Finally, we discuss the case where the scattering
medium is dynamic and introduce corresponding models to describe the dynamic
case.
1.1 Maxwell’s equations
Maxwell’s equations are a set of partial differential equations that provide a mathe-
matical model for electromagnetic fields. For the elctromagnetic waves in free space
or clear media, the space-time coupled equation set has the following expressions
[1]:
∇ · E = 0,
∇ · B = 0,
∇ × E = −휕B
휕푡
,




where 푡 is the time variable, E is the electric field, B is the magnetic field, and 휖 and
휇 are the permittivity and permeability of the media.
By using the curl of curl identity ∇ × (∇ × E) = ∇(∇ · E) − ∇2E, we can obtain the
wave equation for the electrical field:









where 푣 = 1√휇휖 is the propagation speed of the wave. Similarly, the magnetic field
also follows the same wave equation. Without loosing generality, here we use the
electric field to represent the electromagnetic waves.
Since the different components of E (i.e. 퐸푥 , 퐸푦, and 퐸푧) are not coupled, the wave
equations can be expressed by a complex scalar function 휓(r, 푡) which represents
the components of E:





Assuming that the wave function 휓(r, 푡) is time-harmonic, we have 휓(r, 푡) =
퐴(r)푒푖휔푡 , where 퐴(r) is the amplitude of the wave function, and 휔 is the frequency
of the wave function. Then, we obtain the Helmholtz equation:
∇2퐴(r) + 푘2퐴(r) = 0, (1.4)
where 푘 = 휔/푣. From the structure of the Helmholtz equation, we can easily obtain
the eigen solution (plane wave solution) of Eq. 1.3:
휓(r, 푡) = 퐴k푒푖(휔푡−k·r) , (1.5)
3where k is the wave vector of the plane wave and it follows |k| = 푘 , and 퐴k is
the amplitude of the plane wave. The amplitude 퐴k is determined by the initial
values and the boundary condition of the physical system. Therefore, given the
initial values and boundary condition of a physical system, we can decompose the
electromagnetic wave into the plane wave basis, and the wave evolution can be
described analytically by propagating the different plane wave basis independently.
1.2 Quantum nature of light
In many experiments, lasers are used as light sources. The light field from lasers
can be described as coherent states. A coherent state |훼〉 is defined as the eigenstate
of the annihilation operator 푎ˆ with the corresponding eigenvalue 훼. The coherent
state can be expressed as [2, 3]:






with 훼 a complex number. Here, |푛〉 is the energy eigenstate of the Hamiltonian
퐻 = ℏ휔(푎ˆ†푎ˆ + 12 ), where ℏ is the reduced Planck constant, † denotes the Hermitian
transpose, and 휔 is the angular frequency of the photon. Therefore, the probabil-
ity of finding a certain photon numbers in the coherent state |훼〉 follows Poisson
distribution:




The average photon number 〈푛〉 in a coherent state is
〈푛〉 = 〈푎ˆ†푎ˆ〉 = |훼 |2, (1.8)
and the variance (Δ푛)2 is
(Δ푛)2 = 〈푎ˆ†푎ˆ푎ˆ†푎ˆ〉 − 〈푎ˆ†푎ˆ〉2 = |훼 |2. (1.9)
The Δ푛 term sometimes is termed shot noise. It describes the statistical uncertainty
of the number of photons in a coherent state. For a given coherent state with the
average photon number 〈푛〉, the ideal measurement signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of







This implies that the measurement SNR is scaling up with the average number of
photons in a square root relationship. A larger average number of photons can yield
a higher measurement SNR of the average number of photons.
41.3 Temporal coherence and spatial coherence
In practice, light waves may not be strictly monochromatic, and the phase difference
at different locations may not be a constant. Hence temporal coherence and spatial
coherence are introduced to quantify the properties of light waves.
In optics, the degree of coherence is typically quantified by the correlation coefficient
Γ of two electric fields, which is defined as
Γ =
〈퐸1퐸∗2〉√
〈|퐸1 |2〉 〈|퐸2 |2〉
, (1.11)
where 퐸1 and 퐸2 are the electric fields, and 〈·〉 is the expected value operator. Tem-
poral coherence and spatial coherence investigate Eq. 1.11 from two perspectives -
time domain and spatial domain.
Temporal coherence can be described by the autocorrelation function Γ(휏) of an
optical wave 퐸 (푡) with respect to time delay Δ푡, i.e.,
Γ(Δ푡) = 〈퐸 (푡)퐸 (푡 + Δ푡)
∗〉√
〈|퐸 (푡) |2〉 〈|퐸 (푡 + Δ푡) |2〉
=
〈퐸 (푡)퐸 (푡 + Δ푡)∗〉
〈|퐸 (푡) |2〉 , (1.12)
where 퐸1 and 퐸2 in Eq. 1.11 are replaced by 퐸 (푡) and 퐸 (푡 +Δ푡). Γ(Δ푡) usually has
a shape similar to a bell shaped curve, with Γ(0) = 1 and gradually decreasing to 0
as |Δ푡 | increases. Coherence time 휏푐 is defined as the time delay over which Γ(Δ푡)
drops below a specific value, such as 1/푒. In practice, coherence length 푙푐 = 푐휏푐
is more commonly used. From a physics perspective, 푙푐 gives an intuitive sense of
how long the wave packet is. If the wave packets have relative delays less than 푙푐,
they can interfere with each other and provide high contrast interference fringes.
Similarly, spatial coherence can be described by the autocorrelation function Γ(휏)
of an optical wave 퐸 (푡) with respect to spatial shift Δ푟, i.e.,
Γ(Δ푟) = 〈퐸 (푟)퐸 (푟 + Δ푟)
∗〉
〈|퐸 (푟) |2〉 , (1.13)
where 퐸1 and 퐸2 in Eq. 1.11 are replaced by 퐸 (푟) and 퐸 (푟 + Δ푟). Typically,
in a common optical system, Γ(Δ푟) decreases from 1 to 0 as Δ푟 increases from
0 to ∞. The coherence area 퐴 is an empirical notation within which Γ(Δ푟) is
larger than a specific threshold. From a physics perspective, coherence area 퐴
means that if points in the light field are located within the area 퐴, they have static
phase difference. Light emitting from these points can interfere with each other
and provide high contrast interference fringes. The spatial coherence can vary as
the light field propagates. Van Cittert–Zernike theorem [4, 5, 6] provides detailed
analysis on the propagation of spatial coherence.
51.4 Light absorption
Light absorption occurs when the photon energy matches the energy spacing be-
tween different energy levels of electron-atom systems. The absorption of a bulky
macroscopic material can be characterized by a coefficient termed absorption co-
efficient (휇푎). The light intensity 퐼 along the light propagation direction 푧 can be
quantified as [7]
퐼 (푧 + 푑푧) − 퐼 (푧) = −휇푎푑푧. (1.14)
After mathematical derivation, Eq. 1.14 can be written as
퐼 (푧) = 퐼0푒−휇푎푧, (1.15)
where 퐼0 denotes the light intensity at the location of 푧 = 0. Equation 1.15 is
called the Beer-Lambert-Bouguer law. It indicates that the light intensity during the
propagation in a loss medium follows exponential decay.
The absorption coefficient is wavelength dependent. In typical applications of biol-
ogy, the absorption mostly comes from the major components of biological tissue,
such as water and hemoglobin. The 650–950 nm optical window has relatively
low absorption from biological tissue, and therefore enables light to penetrate tissue
with less loss. Therefore, in most biomedical applications and implementations,
this optical window is chosen to acquire more scattered signal light.
1.5 Light scattering – a single particle
Light scattering for a single particle can be strictly solved by Maxwell’s equations.
Depending on the single particle size (푑) and the lightwavelength (휆), light scattering
can be classified in three regimes: geometrical scattering, Mie scattering, and
Rayleigh scattering.
Geometrical scattering is the regime where the particle size is much greater than
the light wavelength (푑 >> 휆). In this case, geometrical light rays (reflection,
refraction, and deflection) can be used to approximate the light wave function.
Mie scattering is the regime where the particle size is comparable to the light
wavelength (푑 ∼ 휆). In this regime, Maxwell’s equations have to be introduced
and the analytical solution usually has a form of series summation, where the series
basis can be Bessel functions, Hankel functions, or other functions depending on
the boundary conditions. Typically, the Mie scattering light energy is proportional
to the square of the particle diameter. It should be noted that Mie theory is referred
to a collection of solutions, rather than a specific analytical form.
6Rayleigh scattering is the regime where the particle size is much smaller than the
light wavelength (푑 << 휆). In this situation, there is a closed form solution to the
angular light intensity distribution 퐼 (푟, 휃) [7, 8]:










where (푟, 휃) is coordinate of the field position, 퐼0 is the light intensity of the incident
plane wave, 휆 is the wavelength of the light, 푎 is the radius of the scatterer, and
푛푠 and 푛푚 are the refractive indices of the scatterer and the background medium,
respectively. The inverse dependency on 휆4 indicates preferential scattering of
shorter wavelengths.
One important quantity in single particle scattering is the scattering aniostropy factor




푝(휃)2휋 sin(휃)푑휃 × cos(휃) = 〈cos(휃)〉 . (1.17)
Here, 푝(휃) is the density distribution of the scattering field with respect to scattering
angle 휃. Intuitively speaking, 푔 is the weighted average of cos(휃) with the density
distribution function 푝(휃). For instance, in the single particle Rayleigh scattering
regime, 푝(휃) can take the form of Eq. 1.16 with appropriate normalization.
1.6 Light scattering – a collection of particles
In real situations, light typically interacts with scattering media, e.g., light scattering
happens with a collection of particles. In this case, we need to use statistical models
to model the interaction between the light and the scattering media. Assuming that
the light absorption is negligible, a simplified model, which contains the scattering
mean free path 푙푠 [mm] and the scattering anisotropy factor 푔, can be used to
describe a collection of particles. Scattering mean free path 푙푠, or the inverse of
the scattering coefficient 푙푠 = 1/휇푠, is defined as the average distance travelled by
a photon between successive scattering events. By using this model, when light
travels inside the scattering media along the direction 푧, the intensity of the light
field 퐼 (푧) that is not scattered (called ballistic light) experiences the exponential
decay [7]:
퐼 (푧) = 퐼0푒−휇푠푧, (1.18)
where 퐼0 is the intensity of the incident light.
However, Eq. 1.18 only models how much of the light is not scattered, but it does
not depict how much of the light still follows the original direction or trajectory. For
7instance, if the scattering anisotropy factor 푔 ≈ 1, even if the scattering happens,
but it almost does not affect the propagation direction of the light. In this case, it
"seems" no scattering happened. By incorporating the scattering anisotropy factor 푔
into the scattering model, typically we use reduced scattering coefficient 휇′푠 [mm-1]
or transport mean free path 푙 ′푠 [mm] to describe the scattering media [7, 9]:
휇
′









Equation 1.19 uses a lumped property 휇′푠, which incorporates 휇푠 and 푔, to describe
the light scattering. This equation includes the cases where photons have expe-
rience multiple scattering events, but still retain some memory of their original
directionality[7].
1.7 Speckles
When monochromatic light interacts with scattering media, the scattered light field
is termed speckle field. Consider a point 푃 in the speckle field. The complex field
퐸 is the phasor summation of the exit plane of the scattering media (Fig. 1.1),








Here, 푁 denotes the number of phasor components in the phasor summation, and
푎푛 and 푒푖휙푛 denotes the amplitude and phase terms of the 푛-th component phasor on
the exit plane, respectively. The scaling factor 1√
푁
is introduced to preserve finite
second moments of the sum even when 푁 approaches infinity. Typically, 푎푛푒푖휙푛 and
푎푚푒
푖휙푚 are independent provided 푛 ≠ 푚. Therefore, if we assume that the phasor in
the exit plane follows a specific distribution, the complex field 퐸 is the summation of
these random variables 푎푛푒푖휙푛’s. The central limit theorem predicts that 퐸 follows
complex normal distribution if 푛 is large. The probablity density function 푝푅,퐼 (푅, 퐼)
of the real and imaginary parts (푅 and 퐼) of the complex field 퐸 has the form of [10]
푝푅,퐼 (푅, 퐼) = 12휋휎2 푒
− 푅2+퐼2
2휎2 , (1.21)
where 휎 is the standard deviation.
Of equal interest are the statistics of the amplitude 퐴 and phase 휃 of the complex
field 퐸 . The joint distribution of 퐴 and 휃 can be derived from the theory of variable




푅2 + 퐼2, (1.22a)




푅 = 퐴 cos 휃, (1.23a)
퐼 = 퐴 sin 휃. (1.23b)
The joint distribution of 퐴 and 휃 then follows
푝퐴 (퐴) = 퐴2휎2 푒
− 퐴
2휎2 , 퐴 ≥ 0,
푝휃 (휃) = 12휋 , 0 ≤ 휃 ≤ 2휋.
(1.24)
If 퐴 and 휃 do not fall in the range in the above equation, the probability density is
zero.
1.8 Transmission matrix
SinceMaxwell’s equations are linear equations with respect to electric and magnetic
fields, if the boundary conditions are also linear (휖 and 휇 in Eq. 1.1 are not dependent
on E and B), the interaction between light and scattering media will be a linear
process. Therefore, a scattering medium is a linear system that transforms the input
light field to the output light field. For a given deterministic linear system (scattering
medium in this case), we can model it by using a matrix. Here, the matrix is termed
transmission matrix 푇 , which builds the mapping between the input light field (퐸푖푛)
and output light field (퐸표푢푡).
9In Fig. 1.2, suppose the incident light field 퐸푎 located at plane 푎 can be decomposed
into 푛 modes (the modes can be in spatial domain, spatial frequency domain, etc),
and the output light field 퐸푏 located at plane 푏 can be decomposed into 푚 modes.
The transmission matrix 푇푎푏 is then an 푚 × 푛 matrix, and it relates 퐸푎 and 퐸푏 as
follows [11, 12, 13]:








푡11 푡12 ... 푡1푛
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Equation 1.26 is the detailed expression of Eq. 1.25.
Figure 1.2: The schematic of Plane a and Plane b at the two sides of the scattering
medium.
It is of similar importance to know the transmission matrix 푇푏푎 if the incident light
field is at plane 푏 and the output light field is at plane 푎. The principle of optical
reciprocity ensures that 푇푏푎 = 푇푇푎푏, where (·)푇 denotes the matrix transpose.
If the scattering medium is lossless, both transmission matrices 푇푎푏 and 푇푏푎 are
unitary, i.e.,
푇†푎푏푇푎푏 = 퐼푛, (1.27a)
푇†푏푎푇푏푎 = 퐼푚 . (1.27b)
Here, 퐼푛 denotes an 푛 × 푛 identity matrix, and (·)† denotes the Hermitian transpose.
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If we use the reciprocity property 푇푏푎 = 푇푇푎푏 together with unitary condition in Eq.
1.27, we will have
푇∗푏푎푇푎푏 = 퐼푛, (1.28)
where (·)∗ denotes the conjugate operator. Equation 1.28 is actually the principle of
time reversal in electromagnetic waves. A more intuitive explanation can be seen as
follows. Assume that an incident field 퐸푎 on plane 푎 is illuminating the scattering
medium, then 퐸∗푎 is the phase conjugated field of 퐸푎. Multiplying 퐸푎 on both sides
of Eq. 1.28, and taking phase conjugate of both sides, we have
(푇∗푏푎푇푎푏퐸푎)∗ = (퐼푛퐸푎)∗,
⇔ 푇푏푎푇∗푎푏퐸∗푎 = 퐸∗푎,
⇔ 푇푏푎퐸∗푏 = 퐸∗푎 .
(1.29)
The last line in Eq. 1.29 shows that a phase conjugated field 퐸푏 will result in the
phase conjugated field 퐸푎 after the light field is reversely propagating through the
scattering medium.
The above derivation assumes that we have full access to both of the incident field 퐸푎
and the output field 퐸푏. Practically, we can only have access to part of the modes of
the incident field 퐸푎 and the output field 퐸푏. The part of modes that is not accessible
can be treated as loss. In this case, the unitary assumption of transmission matrices
does not hold, and the time reversal relation in Eq. 1.28 should not be valid either.
However, when light propagates through scattering media and some modes are lost,
interestingly, the time reversal still approximately holds, i.e.,
푇∗푏푎푇푎푏 ≈ 훼퐼푛, (1.30)
where 훼 is a normalization constant. This relation can be derived only based on the
optical reciprocity and the statistical distribution of the matrix entries, without the
unitary assumption.
The derivation of Eq. 1.30 can be seen as follows. Equation 1.21 indicates that
the real and imaginary parts of the output field of the light that is scattered by
scattering media follows Gaussian distribution, therefore the entries in each column
of transmission matrices (Eq. 1.26) follow complex Gaussian distribution [10].
Hence, all the entries in transmissionmatrices follow complexGaussian distribution.




푡∗푘푖푡푘 푗 . (1.31)
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Since 푡푘푖 and 푡푘 푗 follow complex Gaussian distribution, only when 푖 = 푗 , 표푖 푗 has
a positive expected value; if 푖 ≠ 푗 , the expected value of 표푖 푗 is 0. Therefore, the
diagonal entries of 푂 have positive expected values, and the off diagonal entries
have expected values of 0. This implies that 푂 = 푇∗푏푎푇푎푏 ≈ 훼퐼푛.
1.9 Optical wavefront shaping
Optical wavefront shaping is an approach to control the light propagation through
or inside scattering media. Based on the transmission matrix according to the
scattering medium, corresponding wavefront can be calculated for creating specific
patterns through or inside the scattering medium. Optical wavefront shaping can
be realized by spatial light modulators (SLM). SLM can impose spatially varying
modulation on the incident wave, where the modulation can act on amplitude,
phase, and polarization. Typical SLM devices include liquid crystal cell arrays,
digital micromirror devices (DMD), and deformable mirrors. In this section, we
will focus more on liquid crystal cell arrays for phase modulation and DMD for
amplitude modulation.
Typical architectures of liquid crystal cell arrays used in optical wavefront shaping
adopt smectic liquid crystals [14]. In such arrangement, the orientation of liquid
crystal molecules can be driven by external electric fields. If the liquid crystal
molecules are uniaxial crystals or biaxial crystals, this property can be used to
control the phase retardance of the transmitted light. More specifically, assume that
the liquid crystal molecules are uniaxial and the incident light has the polarization
aligning with the long axis of the molecules. If the external electric is applied to
rotate the orientation of the molecules, and the final state of the molecules have
short axis aligning with the polarization of the light, then the optical path length of
the transmitted light is changed by (푛푙 − 푛푠)푑, where 푛푙 is the refractive index of
the long axis, 푛푠 is the refractive index of the short axis and 푑 is the thickness of
the crystal cell. The liquid crystal cells can be designed to let the molecules have
continuous rotating angles, therefore the phase retardance can be designed to range
from 0 to 2휋. A 2D array of such cells can be aggregated to form a phase-modulated
spatial light modulator.
DMD is fully integrated and monolithically fabricated on a mature SRAM CMOS
address circuitry [15]. It consists of a 2D array of micromirrors, where each
micromirror is attached to the torsional hinge aligned along the diagonal of the
mirror. After applying electrostatic forces, each micromirror has two static tilted
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angles (typically +10◦ and -10◦). If the DMD is aligned accordingly in the optical
system, the two static tilted angles of each micromirror can correspond to ON and
OFF states. Therefore, DMD can be used as an amplitude modulation SLM. Since
it is an MEMS device and each micromirror has small inertia, the refresh speed of
DMD can achieve 23 kHz [16], which is significantly faster than conventional liquid
crystal SLM.
1.10 Light diffusion in scattering media
The characterization of transmission matrix for scattering media requires access to
both the input plane and output plane. This access is not always allowed in practice.
For instance, when doing in vivo biomedical experiments (the scattering medium
is biomedical tissue), we typically cannot access the plane inside the biomedical
tissue. Estimating the light intensity distribution inside scattering media is of
essence in such applications. Therefore, it is important to know how light diffuses
into scattering media.
The diffusion equation, which is derived from the radiative transfer function, can be
used to describe light diffusion in scattering media [7]:
휕Φ(r, 푡)
푐휕푡
+ 휇푎Φ(r, 푡) − 퐷∇2Φ(r, 푡) = 푆(r, 푡), (1.32)
whereΦ(r, 푡) denotes the fluence rate (intensity) at location r and time 푡, 휇푎 denotes
the absorption coefficient of the medium, 푆(r, 푡) denotes the isotropic source of
photons at location r and time 푡, and 퐷 denotes the diffusion coefficient with
퐷 = 1/(3휇푎 + 3휇′푠). Here, 휇′푠 is the reduced scattering coefficient mentioned in
section 1.6, with 휇′푠 = 휇푠/(1 − 푔), where 푔 is the scattering aniostropy factor.
For an infinitely short point source 푆(r, 푡) = 훿(r, 푡), the impulse response of Eq.
1.32 is
Φ(r, 푡) = 푐(4휋퐷푐푡)3/2 exp(−
푟2
4퐷푐푡
− 휇푎푐푡), 푡 > 0. (1.33)
If the source is time-independent, the term 휕Φ(r,푡)푐휕푡 in Eq. 1.32 is zero. Equation 1.32
then degenerates to the time-independent form:
Φ(r) − 1
휇2eff





3휇푎 (휇푎 + 휇′푠) denotes the effective attenuation coefficient.





Since both time-dependent and time-independent diffusion equations 1.32 and 1.34
are linear with respect to Φ, and the medium is shift-invariant, the Green function
approach can be used to calculate the response of more complicated sources. For
the time-dependent Eq. 1.32, the Green function has the form of
Φ(r, 푡; r′, 푡 ′) = 푐[4휋퐷푐(푡 − 푡 ′)]3/2 exp[−
|r − r′ |2
4퐷푐(푡 − 푡 ′) − 휇푎푐(푡 − 푡
′)], 푡 > 푡 ′ . (1.36)
Therefore, for any arbitrary source in space and time 푆(r′, 푡 ′), the fluence distribution






Φ(r, 푡; r′, 푡 ′)푆(r′, 푡 ′)푑r′푑푡 ′ . (1.37)
For the time-independent Eq. 1.34, the Green function has the form of
Φ(r; r′) = 1
4휋퐷 |r − r′ | exp(−휇eff |r − r
′ |). (1.38)





Φ(r; r′)푆(r′)푑r′ . (1.39)
Based on the diffusion equation, diffuse optical tomography (DOT) has been imple-
mented in optical imaging for biomedical tissue [17, 18]. A typical schematic of
DOT is shown in Fig. 1.3. A source-detector pair is placed on the surface of the
tissue. The light from the source first diffuses into the tissue and then is scattering
back to the detector. Based on the light signal collected by the detector, forward
models or inverse models are built to recover the tissue properties (absorption and
scattering coefficients). Then, an array of such source-detector pairs are used to
build a spatial map of tissue properties at different locations. The spatial resolution
of such architecture is determined by the volume of the "banana shape" along which
photons travel from the source to the detector. Mathematically, the point spread
function (PSF) of such structure is the multiplication of the illumination PSF and
the detection PSF. The detailed expression of the illumination PSF (detection PSF
only has a lateral shift) can be found in Ref. [19]. Figure 1.3 gives an exam-
ple of architecture with the source-detector separation of 2푐푚, 휇푎 = 0.025푐푚−1,
휇
′
푠 = 10푐푚−1, and tissue refractive index 푛 = 1.33. As a rule of thumb, the spatial
resolution of DOT is about 20% of the light penetration depth 훿 (훿 = 1/휇푎) [7]. The
mean photon-visited depth is about
√
휌훿/2, where 휌 is the source-detector separa-
tion [20]. Experimentally, the penetration depth of photons can reach centimeters
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[7], but the spatial resolution is rather modest. Despite the relatively modest spatial
resolution, the inherent non-invasive, radiation free, and portable properties make
it useful in biomedical areas such as brain imaging [21] and tumor imaging [22].
Figure 1.3: A typical configuration of a DOT setup.
1.11 Decorrelation
The preceding discussions assume that the scattering medium is static. In practice,
many scattering media are dynamic, such as blood flow in tissue, particles in fluids
with Brownian motions, etc. In such cases, if the illumination light on the scattering
sample is coherent, the output light field will be a dynamic speckle field. The
change of the output speckle field can be described as a decorrelation process, and
this process can be quantified by complex field correlation function 퐺1(푡) [23]:
퐺1(푡) = 〈퐸 (0)퐸 (푡)∗〉 , (1.40)
where 〈·〉 denotes the expected value. Since common photo detectors measure the
light intensity (∝ |퐸 |2) instead of the light field, the intensity correlation function
퐺2(푡) is
퐺2(푡) = 〈퐼 (0)퐼 (푡)〉 . (1.41)
The Siegert relation can be used to relate 퐺1(푡) and 퐺2(푡), if the dynamic output
light field at each point follows complex Gaussian distribution. The Siegert relation
has the form [23, 24] of
퐺2(푡) = 〈퐼〉 + 훽 |퐺1(푡) |2, (1.42)
where 훽 is a parameter which depends on the number of speckles detected and the
coherence length and stability of the laser. In the ideal case, 훽 = 1.
The normalized correlation functions are more common in experimental conditions,
since they remove the information of the absolute light intensity and only leave
the relative change. The normalized field correlation function 푔1(푡) and intensity
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correlation function 푔2(푡) are defined as
푔1(푡) = 〈퐸 (0)퐸 (푡)
∗〉
〈|퐸 (0) |2〉 (1.43)
and
푔2(푡) = 〈퐼 (0)퐼 (푡)〉〈퐼 (0)〉2 . (1.44)
Similarly, the Siegert relation of the normalized correlation functions reads as
푔2(푡) = 1 + 훽 |푔1(푡) |2. (1.45)
For ideal cases, 푔1(0) = 1 and 푔1(∞) = 0, while 푔2(0) = 2 and 푔2(∞) = 1. The
time scale of the decorrelation can be quantified by decorrelation time, which is
defined as the time instant where the correlation function 푔1(푡) drops to a specific
value.
Decorrelation plays a subtle role in light control and imaging with scattering media.
Sometimes it hinders applications, while sometimes it is helpful for applications. In
light field control, we use transmission matrix to describe the scattering medium,
and we typically first characterize the transmission matrix and then use the informa-
tion of the matrix to realize light field control. In this case, decorrelation raises the
requirement of running speed of transmission matrix characterization and light field
control, since within the decorrelation time the characterized transmission matrix
should still be valid for light control. In optical imaging and sensing through scat-
tering media, the decorrelation time itself is an indicator of the dynamic scattering
media. For instance, in dynamic light scattering, people use the decorrelation time
to infer the information of blood flow [25] and air turbulence [26].
Outline of this thesis
This thesis discusses light control and light detection through scattering media.
In Chapter 2, we investigate the transmission matrix inversion approach to realize
coherent light control through scattering media. In Chapter 3, we use a pre-designed
scattering medium - scattering metasurface - to realize large angular range and high
resolution beam steering. InChapter 4, we investigate themethod of optical-channel-
based intensity streaming (OCIS), which can be used for incoherent light control
through scattering media. In Chapter 5, we present a method termed interferometric
speckle visibility spectroscopy (ISVS) to quantify the decorrelation time of dynamic
scattered light, and we implement the ISVS method to measure the human cerebral
blood flow. In Chapter 6, we perform unified analysis of two methods that are
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traditionally used to quantify the decorrelation time of dynamic scattered light, and
demonstrate their equivalence in terms of the measurement accuracy.
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C h a p t e r 2
FOCUSING LIGHT THROUGH SCATTERING MEDIA BY
TRANSMISSION MATRIX INVERSION
Focusing light through scattering media has broad applications in optical imaging,
manipulation, and therapy. The contrast of the focus can be quantified by peak-to-
background intensity ratio (PBR). Here, we theoretically and numerically show that
by using a transmissionmatrix inversionmethod to achieve focusing, within a limited
field of view and under a low noise condition in transmission matrix measurements,
the PBR of the focus can be higher than that achieved by conventional methods such
as optical phase conjugation or feedback-based wavefront shaping. Experimentally,
using a phase-modulation spatial light modulator, we increase the PBR by 66% over
that achieved by conventional methods based on phase conjugation. In addition,
we demonstrate that, within a limited field of view and under a low noise condition
in transmission matrix measurements, our matrix inversion method enables light
focusing to multiple foci with greater fidelity than those of conventional methods.
2.1 Introduction
Focusing light through scattering media has broad applications in areas such as
biomedical imaging [1, 2, 3, 4], cell cytometry [5], optogenetics [6, 7], and photo-
dynamic therapy [8]. However, because of the refractive index inhomogeneity, light
is scattered when propagating through scattering media. To focus light through such
turbidmedia, researchers have developed a number of wavefront shaping techniques,
including feedback-based methods [9, 10], optical phase conjugation [11, 12, 13,
14], and transmission matrix methods [15, 16, 17, 18]. Feedback-based methods
employ a spatial light modulator (SLM) to continuously shape the wavefront of
the incident light while monitoring the feedback signal from a guidestar which is
proportional to the light intensity at a target location. In this way, an optimum
wavefront can be obtained to maximize the light intensity at the target location to
form an optical focus. Optical phase conjugation methods achieve light focusing
by phase conjugating the scattering light field emitted from a guidestar [19] located
at the target location. Traditionally, transmission matrix methods first measure the
scattered light fields corresponding to different incident light fields (i.e. measure the
transmission matrix), and then realize focusing by sending an appropriate incident
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field which is proportional to the linear combination of the columns of the transpose
conjugation of the measured transmission matrix.
To focus light through scattering media, wavefront shaping methods typically use
an SLM to increase the light intensity at the target location. This strategy is
fundamentally tied to the concept of phase conjugation, i.e., using the finite elements
of the SLM to align the phase of the incident wavefront to increase the intensity at
the target location. Typically, the number of optical modes of the scattered light
field is larger than the number of controllable elements on the SLM. Therefore, one
can only partially conjugate the correct wavefront solution, which leads to a non-
zero background surrounding the focus. The contrast of the focus can be quantified
by a peak-background ratio (PBR), which is the ratio between the intensity of the
focus and the average intensity of the background surrounding the focus. We note
that our definition of PBR is different from the conventional wavefront shaping
definition of PBR, which is the ratio between the focus intensity and the average
intensity before wavefront shaping [9]. We chose to use our definition, since in
most applications such as point-scanning microscopy and photolithography, the
contrast of a focus in a single light pattern is an important parameter. In theory,
the PBR of the focus is proportional to the number of degrees of freedom (pixels
or super-pixels) of the SLM [9]. This conclusion is intuitive because we can only
increase the intensity at the target location by a limited amount, given that we have
only a limited number of degrees of freedom. However, in a noise-free or very
low noise situation, if we take the strategy to increase the intensity at the target
location while darkening the background near the target location, we can achieve
a focus with a higher PBR than that achieved by conventional methods in a given
field of view (FOV). We will refer to this method as transmission matrix inversion,
because mathematically it takes the pseudoinverse of the transmission matrix to
realize it. Popoff et al. have demonstrated that using the inverse of the transmission
matrix one can recover an image through scattering media with greater fidelity
than that using the phase conjugation method [20]. The method we demonstrate
here shares the same theoretical foundation with the transmission matrix inversion
method they reported in [20]. In this work, we compare the transmission matrix
inversion method and the phase conjugation method based on the optical focus (foci)
directly measured (without reconstruction) after transmission through the scattering
medium and find that the transmission matrix inversion method is able to focus light
with higher contrast and fidelity under a noise-free or low noise condition. This
high-contrast light focus (foci) formed directly after transmission through scattering
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media has a number of important applications, including point-scanningmicroscopy
and photolithography.
2.2 Principle and simulation
Mathematically, we use a transmission matrix T to relate the optical fields before
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= TEout, 푚 < 푛. (2.1)
Here, the scatteringmedium is described by a transmissionmatrixT, whose elements
푡푖 푗 follow a complex Gaussian distribution [21, 22, 23] with a zero mean and a
variance 휎2, i.e., 푡푖 푗 ∼ 퐶푁 (0, 휎2) . The incident field Ein is described by an 푛 × 1
vector and the output field Eout is described by an 푚 × 1 vector. Here, 푚 means that
there are 푚 modes in our interested FOV, but does not mean that the total number of
output optical modes is 푚 after light propagates through the scattering medium. We
assume 푚 < 푛, which is the condition for theoretically realizing a zero background,
as will be discussed in the following subsection Focusing light to one target location.
Focusing light to one target location
To focus light through scattering media by conventional methods such as phase
conjugation, we obtain the appropriate incident light field by Econjin = T
∗ × Eout
[15]. Here, T∗ denotes the conjugate transpose of T. If we want to focus light to
one target location, without losing generality, we can set the desired output field
Eout =
[
1 0 ... 0
] 푡
, where [·]푡 denotes matrix transpose. Thus, Econjin is the first
column of T∗ , i.e., Econjin = T
∗ ×
[
1 0 ... 0
] 푡
, and the output field achieved by
the phase conjugation method can be calculated by









Because of the statistical property of the elements of T, T × T∗ ≈ 훼I , where I




























Since the elements 푡푖 푗 ofT follow the complex Gaussian distribution, the probability
theory shows that the expected value of 퐼푐표푛 푗표푢푡,1 (peak intensity) is 푛 times higher than
that of 퐼푐표푛 푗표푢푡,푘 (푘 ≠ 1, background intensity) [9]. Therefore, the PBR is limited by
the number of independent incident optical modes 푛, which depends on the pixel
number of the SLM. In this case, we use all the degrees of freedom to enhance only
one specific output mode while doing nothing about the background (the rest of the
modes). Moreover, the theory only predicts the intensity enhancement statistically
based on the distribution of the elements of T; the exact enhancement should be
measured experimentally, or calculated based on the known transmission matrix T.
However, if we take thematrix inversion, the enhancement is no longer limited by the
pixel number on the SLM. Here, we choose the first column of the pseudoinverse of





1 0 ... 0
] 푡
, where T+ = T∗(TT∗)−1
denotes the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse [24] of T and it has the property of
T × T+ = I . Then, the output light field can be calculated by















Here, the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse requires the condition of 푚 < 푛 as men-
tioned in Eq. 2.1. The result in Eq. 2.4 shows that theoretically the background can
be suppressed down to zero; thus the PBR can be increased to infinity. We should
note that the phase conjugation is a special case of the Moore-Penrose pseudoin-
verse. When there is only one output mode (i.e., the transmission matrix is 1 by 푛),
T∗ is the same as T+ except by a normalization factor. When there are more than
one output modes, the transmission matrix inversion method not only increases the
intensity of the focus, but also allocates some degrees of freedom to suppress the
background intensity.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the difference between the foci achieved by the transmission
matrix inversion method and the phase conjugation method for light focusing. In a
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given FOV (denoted by the red boxes in Fig. 2.1 (a)), the transmission matrix inver-
sion method has a higher PBR than that of the phase conjugation method, because
the background can theoretically be suppressed to zero. For locations outside the
FOV, the background intensity for both methods are similiar. Energy conservation is
still satisfied because we only re-distribute the energy so as to improve the contrast
inside the FOV, but not break the unitarity of the total transmission matrix.
Figure 2.1: Illustration of focusing light to a target location by (a) the transmission
matrix inversion method, and (b) the phase conjugation method. The red box in (a)
denotes the selected field of view.
Simulation results are shown in Fig. 2.2. We generated a transmission matrix with
a dimension of 49×100, and used both the phase conjugation and the transmission
matrix inversion methods to focus light to a single mode inside a FOV of 49 optical
modes. The PBR of the focus achieved by the phase conjugation method (Fig.
2.2(a)) is 51. In comparision, the PRB of the focus achieved by the transmission
matrix inversion method reaches infinity, since the background within the FOV is
suppressed to zero (Fig. 2.2(b)). From Fig. 2.2, it can be seen that the tradeoff of
our matrix inversion method is that the peak intensity is lower than that of the phase
conjugation method, because some degrees of freedom are assigned to suppress the
background.
In practice, the noise in the measurement of transmission matrix reduces the PBR,
so the PBR cannot reach infinity. Based on the derivations in the Appendix, we
theoretically prove that the PBR of the transmission matrix inversion method is
determined by the ratio of the difference between the number of degrees of freedom
to control light (푛) and the number of modes in the FOV (푚) to the normalized







Figure 2.2: Two-dimentional simulations of focusing light through a scattering
medium to a target location by (a) phase conjugation, and (b) transmission matrix
inversion.
If we fix 푛 and rewrite Eq. 2.5, then 푃퐵푅 = 1−훽
휎2푛
푛, where 훽 = 푚푛 . If
1−훽
휎2푛
> 1 , PBR
can be higher than 푛, which is the theoretical limit of the PBR in phase conjugation.
Elaborations on Eq. 2.5 will be discussed in section 2.4.
Focusing light to multiple target locations
Here, we demonstrate that our matrix inversion method enables light focusing to
multiple foci with higher fidelity than those of conventional methods based on phase
conjugation [15]. We use an example of focusing light to two target locations to
explain the principle (Fig. 2.3). Since the phase conjugation method simply adds
the fields of two focus light fields together (Fig. 2.3(a)), the peak of one focus
interferes with the background associated with the other focus. Therefore, the peak
intensity of the two foci is no longer equal due to the interference, even if they are
equal when achieved individually by phase conjugation.
When the PBR of the focus is low, the amplitude of the peak is close to the amplitude
of the background, so this low fidelity problem becomes even more severe for the
phase conjugation method. In contrast, if we suppress the background associated
with one focus at the position of the peak of the other focus, the peak intensities
of the two foci would be equal (Fig. 2.3(b)). The matrix inversion method enables
us to achieve this scheme. We first select the positions of the foci with equal focal
light intensity, then at each focus position, the background associated with the other
focus is automatically set to zero.
Figure 2.4 shows the simulation results of focusing light to two locations through
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of focusing light to two target locations by (a) phase conju-
gation, and (b) transmission matrix inversion.
Figure 2.4: Two-dimensional simulations of focusing light to two positions by (a)
phase conjugation, and (b) transmission matrix inversion.
a scattering medium. The simulation parameters are the same as those used for
focusing light to a single location. The intensities of the two foci achieved by phase
conjugation are not equal (1 versus 0.86, see Fig. 2.4(a)), while the intensities of
the two foci achieved by matrix inversion are equal (both are 0.9, see Fig. 2.4(b)).
This result shows that the matrix inversion method achieves higher fidelity when
focusing light to multiple locations. It should be noted that unlike controlling tens
of optical modes in the single focus case shown in Fig. 2.2, here, we control only
two optical modes at the two target foci locations. Therefore, the intensity of the




Figure 2.5: Schematic of the experimental setup. B, beam splitter; L, lens; P,
polarizer; S, shutter; SLM, spatial light modulator.
We experimentally demonstrate the aforementioned advantages of matrix inversion
over phase conjugation to focus light through scattering media. We first measured
the transmission matrix of the scattering medium by on-axis four-step phase shifting
holography [25]. A diode pumped laser (532 nm, 150 mW, CrystaLaser Inc., USA)
was used as a light source. The polarization direction of the emitted light was
rotated by a polarizer to make it align with the SLM operation direction. A beam
splitter B1 split the light into two paths. The beam that passed through B1 was
used as reference beam for holography, and the beam reflected by B1 illuminated a
phase-only-modulation SLM (PLUTO, HOLOEYE), which was relayed by lenses
L1 and L2 onto a scattering medium made of ground glass (DG10-120, Thorlabs).
A polarizer P blocked the light whose polarization was changed by the scattering
medium. The scattered light then interfered with the reference beam on the camera
sensor (GX1920, Allied Vision). By stepping the phases displayed on the SLM, we
retrieved the scattered light field on the camera sensor. Since a portion of the light
illuminating the SLM was not modulated, we used a 0th order block (a black disk
with a diameter of 100 µm printed on a transparency) to eliminate this part of the
light. A phase gradient pattern was added on the SLM to prevent the modulated light
from being blocked by the 0th order block. We chose 128 Hadamard bases as the
incident fields, and for each Hadamard pattern we recorded the output field on the
camera, which represented one column of the transmission matrix. After recording
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the transmission matrix, we blocked the reference beam by shutter S and used the
transmission matrix inversion method to realize the desired focusing patterns.
Focusing light to one target location with a higher PBR than phase conjugation
A workflow of focusing light to a target location with matrix inversion is shown in
Fig. 2.6(a). To effectively suppress the background, we first used the conventional
method – phase conjugation - to realize one focus spot with a PBR of 21 (Fig.
2.6(b),(d)). Then, we selected some bright background channels and performed
matrix pseudoinversion. By doing this, we selectively darkened the bright back-
ground speckle grains to improve the PBR to 35 (Fig. 2.6(c),(e)), achieving a 66%
improvement of PBR. The transmission matrix inversion method did not reduce the
peak intensity much, but it suppressed the background around the focus. In our
experiment, since we used a phase-modulation SLM, we simply took the phase of
the calculated incident optical field while keeping the amplitude spatially uniform.
We will discuss more about the impact of phase-only modulation in section 2.4.
Figure 2.6: Workflow and focus results of matrix inversion. (a) Workflow of
realizing a high PBR focusing by matrix inversion. Optical focus achieved by (b)
phase conjugation and (c) matrix inversion. Over-exposed images of the focus
achieved by (d) phase conjugation and (e) matrix inversion to see the background
speckle grains. Scale bar, 50 휇m. 훽=0.1 in our experiment.
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Focusing light to multiple target locations with higher fidelity than phase con-
jugation
We demonstrate that matrix inversion enables a higher fidelity over phase conjuga-
tion when focusing light to multiple target locations in Fig. 2.7. Since the phase
conjugation method simply adds different focus fields together (Section 2.2), the
intensity of two foci is not equal, as shown in Fig. 2.7(a) – (c). As the theory
only considers the expected value of the output pattern, phase conjugation can only
statistically guarantee that the intensity of the multiple foci are equal, so the focus
intensity may not be equal when we only perform the experiment once. In contrast,
the intensity of the multiple foci achieved by matrix inversion is more even (Fig.
2.7(d) – (f)), because here the solution is exactly for realizing two focus spots with
equal intensity. Therefore the deviation between the expected value and the one-
time-realization in the phase conjugation method does not exist here. The patterns
in Fig. 2.7 are captured based on three different transmission matrices since we
move the scattering medium and the camera to show generality. The line profile
comparisons between the foci achieved by the phase conjugation and the matrix
inversion methods are shown in Fig. 2.7(g) – (i).
2.4 Discussion
Accurately measuring the transmission matrix is very important for transmission
matrix inversion based optical focusing. Because of the measurement noises caused
by air turbulence, photon shot noise, mechanical drift of the optical system, etc., the
measured transmission matrix always deviates from the true transmission matrix.
This deviation limits the PBR improvement of the transmission matrix inversion





훽 = 푚푛 . Simulation results match well with the theoretical results based on Eq. 2.5
(see Fig. 2.8). It is understandable that the PBR drops as 훽 increases (Fig. 2.8 (a)),
since in this case we use limited degrees of freedom to control more output optical
modes. Obviously, larger measurement errors in transmission matrix measurement
lead to lower PBRs, as shown in Fig. 2.8(b). For a given field of view (given 훽),
when the noise level is lower than 1 − 훽, the PBR can be higher than 푛. In this
case, the PBR achieved by matrix inversion is higher than that achieved by phase
conjugation.
In our experiments described in section 2.3, we applied phase-only modulation to
realize the transmission matrix inversion method. Phase-only modulation can be
treated as noisy amplitude-and-phase modulation since the amplitude of the mod-
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Figure 2.7: Focusing light to two target locations achieved by phase conjugation ((a)
– (c)) and by achieved by matrix inversion ((d) – (f)). (g) – (i) Line profiles of the
foci shown in (a) – (f) achieved by phase conjugation and matrix inversion. Scale
bar, 50 휇m.
Figure 2.8: PBR versus (a) 훽 and (b) 휎2 as 푛 is fixed as 200. Solid lines: theoretical
calculation. Dashed lines: numerical simulations.
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ulated light deviates from the field calculated from the matrix inversion. However,
phase-only modulation based matrix inversion method still outperforms phase-only
modulation based phase conjugation when 훽 is less than ∼ 0.4 given the noise level
in our experiment. Our experimental results match well with the numerical simu-
lation results (see Fig. 2.9), where we set the normalized measurement noise as 1.
Under this condition, we found that the difference between the PBRs of phase-only
modulation and amplitude & phase modulation is about 60%.
Figure 2.9: Experimental and simulated ratios between the PBRs achieved bymatrix
inversion and phase conjugation, considering noise and phase-only modulation
(black dots and green curve, respectively). Red curve shows the simulation result
considering amplitude & phase modulation. In the simulation, 푛 = 128 and 휎푛 = 1.
In addition to focusing, in a broader view, the transmission matrix inversion method
can project a light pattern through scattering media. For example, the matrix inver-
sion method can be used to darken a speckle field in a FOV without creating any
focal spots like that demonstrated in section 2.3, while phase conjugation cannot
achieve this. In section 2.3, if the target focus position is outside the FOV, what
we see inside the FOV is that those bright speckle grains are darkened. Based on
this principle, we can find the wavefront solution to darken speckles in a FOV using
the following protocol. After measuring the transmission matrix corresponding to
the FOV, we only need to add an arbitrary row r into the measured transmission
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and calculate its pseu-
doinverse T+new =
[
c1 c2 ... cm+1
]
, where ci is the 푖푡ℎ column of T+new . Since
Tnew × T+new = I , we get Tnew × c1 =
[
1 0 ... 0
] 푡
, which means that the first
column c1 of T+new is orthogonal to all the rows of T. Therefore, c1 is the wavefront
solution to darken the speckle grains in the FOV. The experimental results are shown
in Fig. 2.10, where we darkened the speckle grains in red circles in Fig. 2.10(d) – (f)
while keeping the speckle grains outside the FOV highly correlated with the original
fields (Fig. 2.10(a) – (c)). To show the generality of the method, we moved the
camera and the diffuser at three different positions. Unlike the case with the matrix
inversion method, the speckle grains in the red circles cannot be fully darkened





, there is no guarantee that the first column r∗ of T∗new is orthogonal
to all the rows of T.
Figure 2.10: Results of speckle darkening. The original speckle patterns before
darkening are shown in (a) – (c). After using the matrix inversion method, we can
selectively darken the speckle grains enclosed in the red circles ((d) – (f)). Scale
bar, 50 휇m.
2.5 Summary
In summary, we develop a transmission matrix inversion method for focusing light
and projecting patterns through scattering media. We first theoretically and numeri-
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cally prove the feasibility of this method, and then experimentally demonstrate that it
can perform better than conventional methods under low noise conditions. By using
this method, we obtain a higher PBR than that achieved by conventional methods
in a given field of view. Moreover, our method improves the fidelity of focusing
light to multiple locations through scattering media. This method can also be used
for speckle darkening. We derive the analytical expression of the PBR achieved by
our method, and predict that the performance can be improved if there are meth-
ods to measure the transmission matrix more accurately or devices with known
transmission matrices. Since high-contrast (high-PBR) and high-fidelity focusing
is critical to many applications such as photolithography and confocal/two-photon
microscopy, we believe our method will have an impact in these areas.
2.6 Appendix – Derivation of PBR
In the Appendix, all the letters in bold mean matrices, and the corresponding
lowercase italic letters mean the elements in the matrices. Without losing generality,
let us assume the desired output field as
[
1 0 ... 0
] 푡
, then








where e is the noise in transmission matrix measurement. Thus T0 × (T0 + e)+
is no longer equal to I. Here, 푡푖 푗 ∼ 퐶푁 (0, 1), and we assume 푒푖 푗 ∼ 퐶푁 (0, 휎2푛 ).
T0 × (T0 + e)+ can be rewritten as
T0 × (T0 + e)+ = I − e(T0 + e)+. (2.7)
While the first term, I, in Eq. 2.7 multiplied by the desired output vector results
in the peak intensity of the output, the second term leads to the background of the
output field.
We then conduct singular value decomposition (SVD) [26] for T0 + e, that is
T0 + e = UVD∗. By substituting it into Eq. 2.7, we have
I − e(T0 + e)+ = I − e(UDV∗)+ = I − eVD−1U∗ = I − e˜D−1U∗. (2.8)
Since 푉 is a unitary matrix, 푒˜ = 푒푉 is still a complex random Gaussian matrix with
the same distribution as 푒 [27]. The background of Einvout is equal to the mean value
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of the square of the norm ( 푙¯2) of the element 푏푖 푗 in 푏푖 푗 = 푒˜퐷−1푈∗. Because unitary
matrix U∗ does not change the ( 푙¯2) of 푏 ′푖 푗 , we only need to calculate the ( 푙¯2) of 푏
′
푖 푗
in b′ = e˜D−1 = e˜횪. Thus the ( 푙¯2) of 푏 ′푖 푗 is








푒˜푖 푗훾푖푖 |2 =< |푒˜푖 푗 |2훾2푖푖 > . (2.9)
Here, < |푏 ′푖 푗 |2 > means the ensemble average of |푏
′
푖 푗 |2. If we assume that e and
(T0 + e) are independent (this approximation holds if 휎푛 << 1. Numerical results
show that this approximation still works well when 휎푛 ∼ 1), then e˜ and 횪˜ are also
independent. In this case, Eq. 2.9 becomes
< |푏 ′푖 푗 |2 >=< |푒˜푖 푗 |2훾2푖푖 >=< |푒˜푖 푗 |2 >< 훾2푖푖 >= 2휎2푛 < 훾2푖푖 > . (2.10)
Randommatrix theories show that the probability density function (PDF) of singular
value 푑 of a 푚 by 푛 standard complex Gaussian matrix is [27]
푝푑 (푥) =
√
−( 푥22푛 − (1 +
√
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푦푝훾2 (푦)푑푦 = 12푛(1−훽) . Substituting it into Eq.
2.10, we get
< |푏 ′푖 푗 |2 >=
휎2푛
2푛(1 − 훽) . (2.13)
Ensemble average of peak intensity is < |푝푖 |2 >=< |1 − 푏푖푖 |2 >= 1+ < |푏푖푖 |2 >=
1 + 휎2푛2푛(1−훽) . Finally, we have
푃퐵푅 =
< |푝푖 |2 >
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C h a p t e r 3
WIDE ANGULAR RANGE AND HIGH RESOLUTION BEAM
STEERING BY METASURFACE-COUPLED PHASED ARRAY
Optical beam steering has broad applications in LIDAR, optical communications,
optical interconnects and spatially resolved optical sensors. For high speed appli-
cations, phased-array-based beam steering methods are favored over mechanical
methods as they are unconstrained by inertia and can inherently operate at a higher
speed. However, phased array systems exhibit a tradeoff between angular range
and beam divergence, making it difficult to achieve both a large steering angle and
a narrow beam divergence. Here, we present a beam steering method based on
wavefront shaping through a disorder-engineered metasurface that circumvents this
range-resolution tradeoff. We experimentally demonstrate that, through this tech-
nique, one can continuously steer an optical beam within a range of 160° (80° from
normal incidence) with an angular resolution of about 0.01° at the cost of beam
throughput.
3.1 Introduction
Optical beam steering has applications in LIDAR, optical communications and
optical interconnects [1, 2, 3]. Broadly speaking, beam steering is performed either
mechanically or via a phased array. Mechanical solutions, such as decentered lenses
[4], Risley prisms [5], and galvanometer-scanning mirrors [6], use reflective or
deflective optics and moving optical elements to steer the light. Phased-array-based
solutions typically involve the use of coherent light sources and phase modulators
[7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. By modulating the phase of each element in the array, the emitted
coherent light can be made to constructively interfere in the far field at a specified
angle, thereby generating a beam in the desired direction.
The performance of beam steering systems can be characterized by the steering
angular range (휃), angular resolution (훿휃), number of resolvable beam directions
(푁푑푖푟 = 휃/훿휃), beam throughput, and speed. For all of these benchmarks except
speed, mechanical systems are on par or outperform phased arrays [12]. This is
especially true for the maximum number of resolvable beam directions. The best
reported number of resolvable beam directions (1D) for a mechanical method can
reach to ∼ 2.5× 105 [12], while the best reported number for a phased array method
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is 500 [11] – a difference of 3 orders of magnitude. On the other hand, phased arrays
hold the advantage in speed over mechanical methods. Specifically, inertia limits
the steering speed of mechanical solutions – a problem that phased array methods
do not have to contend with. As such, applications that require high speed beam
steering almost invariably use phased arrays.
Since phased arrays significantly underperform in the number of resolvable beam
directions, improvements to phased arrays that can improve on this count are very
important and relevant for practical applications.
In most phased arrays, the number of resolvable beam directions, 푁푑푖푟 , is funda-
mentally tied to the number of controllable elements in the array, 푁푐표푛푡푟표푙. This
relationship can be easily understood as follows. The steering range 휃 ∝ 1/푎 and
the angular resolution 훿휃 ∝ 1/퐴, where 푎 is the size of each element of the array
and 퐴 is the total array size. Here, 훿휃 is defined as the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the steered beam. Thus, 푁푑푖푟 = 휃/훿휃 ∝ 퐴/푎 = 푁푐표푛푡푟표푙 . Put in another
way, this implies a tradeoff between the steering range and angular resolution that
can only be improved by increasing the number of control elements.
Existing on-chip phased-array methods can only provide tens to thousands of in-
dependent degrees of control [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] and thus have a limited number of
resolvable steering directions. To our knowledge, the state-of-the-art phased ar-
ray described in ref [11] has the highest reported number of resolvable steering
directions (about 500 in 1D).
In this work, we report a new phased-array implementation method that circumvents
this restriction to provide a large increase in the number of resolvable steering
directions without requiring a large scale up in the number of controllable elements.
In our scheme, we trade off the beam throughput (fraction of output energy in the
desired direction) to accomplish this. In certain applications such as non-energy
critical optical interconnects and communications, this tradeoff is acceptable as
our method can still provide an excellent signal to background ratio in the beam
direction.
3.2 Principle
Our phased-array method relies on a disorder-engineered metasurface as its key
optical component. This metasurface is a random phase mask that consists of a 2D
array of subwavelength-sized scatterers (SiNx square nanoposts with a height of 630
nm) on a fused silica substrate arranged in a square lattice with a pitch size of 350
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nm, similar to the metasurface used in our previous work [13]. The metasurface has
high transmission (>95%) and each nanopost confers a phase shift to the light that
passes through it. The phase delay of the transmitted light is controlled by tuning
the width of each nanopost, which varies from 60 nm to 275 nm. This range of
width covers a relative phase delay of 0 to 2 휋. The random phase pattern on the
metasurface is designed to scatter light isotropically within a range of 0 to 휋 at the
design wavelength (532 nm). In other words, the pre-designed disorder-engineered
metasurface is a phase mask with a known random phase pattern that can convert
low spatial frequency wave vectors into high spatial frequency wave vectors in a
predetermined manner. When combined with a spatial light modulator (SLM), the
system can output light over a much larger range of angles than what is possible
with a spatial light modulator alone.
Figure 3.1 compares the working principles of a single SLM beam steering sys-
tem and a metasurface-coupled SLM beam steering system. A simple SLM beam
steering system uses a SLM to directly perform beam steering [14]. However, as
SLM pixels tend to be large in comparison to the optical wavelength, the achievable
steering angle tends to be small (see Fig. 3.1(a)). The disorder-engineered meta-
surface is capable of scattering light uniformly within a range of -90° to 90° (Fig.
3.1(b)) due to the subwavelength size and random distribution of the nanoposts. By
displaying the correct phase map on the SLM, constructive interference occurs and
light intensity is enhanced at the specified angle.
Figure 3.1: Comparison of steering range of a single SLM structure and a
metasurface-coupled SLM structure. (a) Without the metasurface, the SLM can
only provide a small diffraction envelop that is determined by the pixel size, and
thus can only steer light within a limited angular range. (b) With the metasurface-
coupled SLM structure, since each scatterer is subwavelength, the steereable range
can span from –90° to 90°.
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The required phase pattern to actuate beam steering in the desired direction can
be calculated by using the principles of optical phase conjugation (OPC) [15], as
shown in Fig. 3.2. In OPC, the input-output response of a scattering system
can be characterized by a transmission matrix TAB (from plane A to B), with
EB = TABEA. The random scattering nature implies that the elements of TAB
follow an identical independent complex Gaussian distribution [16]. Due to op-
tical reciprocity, TBA = T
′
AB (where (·)
′ is the transpose operator). To realize a
desired optical field Edesired (Fig. 3.2 (b)), which corresponds to a beam steered
at a specified angle, the optical field solution on the SLM, Ecal, is calculated
by Ecal = (TABE∗desired)∗ = T∗ABEdesired ((·)∗ is the conjugation operator), which
first calculates the scattering speckle field of the beam from the desired direction
(Fig. 3.2 (a,i) and then phase conjugates it (Fig. 3.2 (a,iii)). The output field is
then Eout = TBAT∗ABEdesired = (T+ABTAB)∗Edesired ≈ Edesired). Since T is a com-
plex Gaussian random matrix, T+T ≈ I [17]. In our case, TAB is a diagonal matrix,
with each element corresponding to the phase delay of each nanopost. To match the
pixel size of the SLM, Ecal is low-pass filtered prior to being displayed on the SLM
(Fig. 3.2 (a,ii) ).
Figure 3.2: The process required to steer the beam is to (a) calculate the required
phase pattern on the SLM and (b) display the phase pattern on the SLM and
reflecting light off the SLM. The steps to calculate the phase pattern are as follows.
(i) Assume there is an incident field 퐸퐴 with the desired steering angle incident on
the metasurface (MS). Calculate the transmitted scattered field 퐸퐵. (ii) In order to
match the SLM pixel size to the scattered field speckle size, 퐸퐵 is low-pass filtered
to be 퐸퐿퐵 . (iii) 퐸
퐿
퐵 is phase conjugated to get the phase pattern required on the SLM,
퐸푐푎푙 . (b) The beam can then be steered by displaying the phase of 퐸푐푎푙 on the
SLM and reflecting light off the SLM and into the metasurface. SLM, spatial light
modulator; MS, metasurface.
As a side note, we would like to point out that this procedure is related to our
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earlier work on using a disorder-engineered metasurface to render a record number
of addressable diffraction-limited spots [13]. In fact, it is possible to use the same
pair of SLM and disorder-engineered metasurface to perform both focused-spot
rendering and beam steering. This flexibility is a key advantage of metasurface-
coupled SLM wavefront shaping.
3.3 Experiment
The optical setup for the disorder-engineered metasurface-coupled phased-array
system for beam steering is shown in Fig. 3.3. We first accurately map the SLM
onto the metasurface (Fig. 3.3(a)) and then use the aligned system to perform
beam steering (Fig. 3.3(b)). The laser beam (532nm, 150mW, CrystaLaser Inc.
USA) is first split into two arms by a polarizing beam splitter (PBS). Light on arm
R2 is scattered by the metasurface and interferes with light from arm R1 at BS1.
The interference pattern is incident on the SLM (PLUTO, HOLOEYE) and camera
(GX1920, Allied Vision), which are at conjugate planes with the metasurface. The
SLM is demagnified 5x to match it to the size of the metasurface. An electro-optic
modulator (EOM) adds a phase shift to the light on arm R2 in order to extract the
phase of the light scattered by the metasurface, which is done using phase-shifting
holography.
Once the metasurface is aligned, the phase pattern required to steer the beam to
a specific angle is determined and displayed on the SLM. Light from arm R2 is
blocked and light from arm R1 is modulated by the SLM in order to realize beam
steering. (Fig. 3.3(b)). The zeroth-order block removes the component of light
from the SLM that remains unmodulated. L4 and camera 2 are moved to image the
steered beam. The procedure to digitally align the metasurface to the rest of the
system is as follows. First, the phase of the light scattered from the metasurface is
calculated. This measured phase map is compared to the designed phase map using
cross-correlation to determine the lateral position of the metasurface. Next, the axial
position of themetasurface is determined by digitally propagating themeasured field
and comparing it to the designed phase map. Once the position of the metasurface
is precisely determined, the optical aberrations of the system are characterized by
segmenting the designed map and the measured field into a 2D array of 27 by
48 and taking their difference. Finally, using the parameters determined in digital
alignment, the calculated pattern is displayed on the SLM to steer light.
Figure 3.4(a) shows the steering system scheme and the far field beam shapes at
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of optical system, showing light path to (a) align the meta-
surface and (b) realize beam steering (b). BS, beam splitter; Cam, camera; CL,
camera lens; EOM, electro-optic modulator; HW, half-wave plate; L, lens; M, mir-
ror; MS, metasurface; P, polarizer; PH, pinhole; PBS, polarized beam splitter; ZB,
zeroth-order block.
the steering angles of 0°, 40° and 80°, acquired by moving the imaging system (L4
and Camera 2). The elliptical shape of the beam is due to the rectangular aperture
shape on the metasurface. The 1D line profile at 0° is also plotted, showing a high
signal to background ratio (14 dB). In Fig. 3.4(b), we show 1D shapes of the far
field beams at other steering angles ranging from 0° to 80°. From the figure, we
can see that our measured angular resolution matches the theoretical calculation
very well. As the steering angle increases, the beam divergence is enlarged due to
the projection effect of the emitting aperture. That is, when viewing at an angle,
the system aperture size is scaled by a cosine factor. Experimentally, the steerable
range was 160° (from normal incidence to 80°, due to measurement limit), and the
angular resolution for steering angles near 0° was 0.01° and 0.018° in two axes,
respectively. The illumination area on the metasurface is 3.1 × 1.7푚푚2, which has
the theoretical angular resolution on both axes same as the experimental results.
The average beam divergence within the steering range was 0.017° and 0.03° in two
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axes. From the results above, the system should be able to steer the beam to 5× 107
resolvable directions in 2D (about 104 in 1D), which is three orders of magnitudes
greater than previously reported phased-array performance [11]. In comparison,
the SLM has 1080 × 1920 pixels, yielding 2 × 106 nominal degrees of control and
possible resolvable steering direction.
Figure 3.4: Experimental results of beam steering. (a) The illustration of the
steering scheme (the 4-f imaging system for imaging the SLM to the metasurface
is not shown here). The far field beam shapes at the steering angles of 0°, 40°,
and 80° are shown. The red circles enclose the theoretical FWHM of the beams.
The intensity line profile at normal direction is shown. (b) The 1D far field beam
shapes at other steering angles. The red lines denote the theoretical shapes of the
beams. The blue dots denote the measured data. Scale bar: 0.05°. V, vertical axis;
H, horizontal axis.
Figure 3.5 shows the beam energy as a function of steering angle. The drop in
energy at larger angles is expected due to the cosine dependency of the visible
system aperture when viewed at an angle. We can see that the performance of
the metasurface-coupled system (in blue) is significantly better than the SLM-only
system (in red). In fact, themetasurface-coupled system is capable of steering beams
substantially beyond the 5° range limitation of the SLM (red). For comparison, we
have also plotted the profile associated with a Lambertian source (in yellow), which
represents the theoretical upper bound.
Table 3.1 compares the best steering performance achieved by a selection of phased-
array methods reported in the literature. To our knowledge, our method provides the
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Figure 3.5: The normalized beam energy versus steering angle for our metasurface-
coupled SLM system (in blue) in comparison to an SLM-only beam steering system
(in red). The performance of a lambertian source (in yellow) is included to show
the theoretical upper bound. All of the curves are normalized based on the energy
at 휃=0°.
Table 3.1: Comparison of the steering performance of different phased-array
methods
Range Resolution 푁푑푖푟 (1D) Throughput
Hutchison 80° 0.14° 500 Not mentioned
Haellstig 4° <0.005° 8001 68%
Metasurface-coupled
phased array 160° 0.017° 9.4 × 10
3 1.0 × 10−6
1 Calculated from range and resolution.
best reported performance in terms of steering range and the number of resolvable
directions amongst phased arrays. This is consistent with our expectation that
the metasurface is capable of spreading the light over a large angular range while
still ‘preserving’ the original aperture size of the SLM to provide a sharp angular
resolution. However, the throughput of our system, defined as the ratio of the power
in the directed beam direction versus the total output power, is very low.
The throughput is expressed as 푡ℎ푟표푢푔ℎ푝푢푡 = 퐾 × 휋4 푁푐표푛푡푟표푙푁푚표푑푒 , where 푁푐표푛푡푟표푙 is the
degrees of control on the SLM, 푁푚표푑푒 is the number of optical modes in the system
aperture, 휋/4 is due to the phase-only modulation of the SLM [18], and 퐾 is an
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empirical factor that accounts for experimental imperfections. For an ideal system,
퐾 should equal 1. Here, the optical mode set is defined as the set of basis vectors
that are needed to characterize the output electric field. 푁푚표푑푒 is calculated as
푁푚표푑푒 = 2휋퐴/휆2, where 퐴 is the aperture area and 휆 is the wavelength of light [19].
In our experiment, 퐾 is ∼ 3.8×10−3 due to the metasurface fabrication imperfection
and residual optical system misalignment.
This tradeoff of throughput for increased number of resolvable directions is a direct
consequence of the fact that we have used the metasurface to access a much larger
beam steering range without increasing the number of SLM control elements. For
applications where power inefficiency is not an issue, our method is an effective so-
lution to substantially increasing the number of resolvable steering beam directions.
We would like to draw attention to the fact that the peak-to-background contrast of
the steered beam can be substantial even though the throughput is low; the measured
contrast ratio was 23 (14 dB) in the experiment described by Fig. 3.4(a).
3.4 Discussion
In effect, the conventional SLM phased array and our metasurface-coupled phased
array differs in performance emphasis. To see this, consider a given system aperture
size A and number of control elements 푁푐표푛푡푟표푙 . For a conventional SLM phased
array, as 푁푐표푛푡푟표푙 increases, the throughput of the SLM remains fixed but the num-
ber of resolvable steering directions increases. The situation is reversed for the
metasurface-coupled phased array. As 푁푐표푛푡푟표푙 increases, the number of resolvable
steering directions stays fixed while the throughput increases. In the limiting case
where 푁푐표푛푡푟표푙 = 푁푚표푑푒, both types of phased arrays are expected to have the same
theoretical throughput and number of steering directions.
We believe that the concept of equipping an active phased array with a passive
disorder-engineered metasurface can be employed by current chip-based phased
array methods that suffer from the tradeoff between steerable range and angular
resolution. The cost of a passive metasurface with subwavelength scatterers and a
large aperture is much lower than that of a highly integrated chip. Moreover, since
the transmission property of the metasurface is known, instead of optical phase
conjugation, other algorithms, such as transmission matrix inversion [17], can be
used for customized applications. For instance, the algorithm in ref [17] allows the
beam steering system to provide lower background intensity within a given steering
range than the phase conjugation algorithm. Currently, the metasurface is designed
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at 532 nm and we can expect the system performance to deteriorate if the operating
wavelength is changed. One potential strategy is to design the metasurface so that
the nanoposts confer a broader range of phase delays from 0 to 푀 × 2휋 where 푀
is a large integer. This way, a wavelength shift will have a smaller impact on the
overall phase delay distribution profile. This is an area that deserves further study
and optimization.
3.5 Summary
In summary, we have demonstrated a disorder-engineered metasurface coupled
phased-array-based beam steering system with a large steering range and narrow
beam divergence, which provides us with more resolvable directions at the cost of
throughput. The enhancement of steering range is attributable to the subwavelength
scatterers, and the high angular resolution is attributable to the large aperture of
the metasurface. Since the phase map of the metasurface is known a priori, the
phase solution on the SLM for any specified steering angle within the steering range
can be found computationally after alignment. This idea of disorder-engineered
metasurface-coupled phased-array method offers an effective solution to the range-
resolution tradeoff in traditional phased-array methods, and can potentially be ap-
plied in LIDAR, free space optical communications, and optical interconnects.
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C h a p t e r 4
CONTROLLING LIGHT THROUGH COMPLEX SCATTERING
MEDIA WITH OPTICAL-CHANNEL-BASED INTENSITY
STREAMING
For the past decade, optical wavefront shaping has been the standard technique to
control light through scattering media. Implicit in this dominance is the assump-
tion that knowledge of the optical phase is a necessity for optical control through
scattering media. In this work, we challenge this assumption by reporting on an
intensity-only approach for light control through a disordered scattering medium
– optical-channel-based intensity streaming (OCIS). Instead of actively tuning the
interference between the optical paths via wavefront shaping, OCIS can control
light and transmit information through scattering media with linear intensity oper-
ation. We describe this method with an intensity transmission matrix framework.
We experimentally characterize focus patterns created through scattering media and
demonstrate that, unlike wavefront shaping, OCIS can generate distinct energy null
points. Finally, we demonstrate the use of OCIS to implement a scattering medium
mediated secure optical communications application.
4.1 Introduction
Seeing through fog, looking around corners, and peering deep into biological tis-
sue have traditionally been considered to be impossible tasks in optics. The main
challenge is attributable to disordered optical scattering which scrambles the optical
field of light from different optical paths. In the last decade, optical wavefront shap-
ing has made great progress to control light through complex disordered scattering
media for imaging and focusing [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. This class of techniques first
measures the optical phase or complex field of light from different scattering paths
and then actively manipulates the output field by shaping an input wavefront. This
active control of optical wavefronts has become a powerful and standard technique
to manipulate light through disordered scattering media.
While different versions of optical wavefront shaping techniques have been de-
veloped, they almost always require phase measurement and spatial light modula-
tion1–6. During the phase measurement process, interferometry of various forms is
used to extract the phase information of the scattered light, either directly using holo-
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graphic methods or indirectly using phase retrieval techniques. Then, knowledge of
the phase information is used to display a pattern on a spatial light modulator which
controls the propagation of light through many optical channels in parallel so that
a desired optical pattern is obtained through the scattering medium by interference
between all of the modulated optical paths. It is important to note that regardless
of whether amplitude or phase modulation is used, traditional wavefront shaping
techniques always exploit the phase relationship between different optical channels
to form the desired output pattern since the output pattern is formed by interference.
This principle means that optical wavefront shaping requires knowledge of the phase
relationship between the input and output planes of the scattering medium. Mathe-
matically, the optical fields on the input plane and the output plane are related by a
complex matrix called the transmission matrix [5, 7]. Since a typical transmission
matrix can contain millions of entries or more, measuring both the real and imag-
inary parts of all the entries is a challenging task since optical detectors measure
only intensity information, requiring the use of interferometric techniques such as
phase-shifting or off-axis holography. Because of this challenge, a large research
effort has been devoted to improving the speed and stability of complex transmission
matrix characterization [8, 9].
Given the complexities associated with measuring the phase relationship between
different channels for wavefront shaping, it is worth asking whether the ends justify
the means. Wavefront shaping can effectively transform a scattering medium into an
optical lens by actively measuring and realigning the phase of the light from individ-
ual paths, but is the knowledge of the optical phase a prerequisite for manipulating
light through scattering media? While the answer from conventional wisdom is
yes, here we report new findings that challenge this assumption. We report a new
optical approach that allows us to manipulate light through complex media with-
out knowledge of the complex transmission matrix or the use of wavefront shaping.
This method characterizes the optical intensity channels of the scattering medium by
simply measuring the intensity of the optical speckle pattern transmitted through the
scatteringmedium. Once we obtain themap of the optical intensity channels, we can
control the light intensity and transmit information through the scattering medium
using a linear combination of the modulated light through these optical channels.
We call this method optical-channel-based intensity streaming (OCIS). Since phase
information is not required, OCIS simplifies the complex field measurement to a
direct intensity measurement. This new concept expands our understanding of light
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control through scattering media and introduces new strategies to overcome and use
optical scattering. In practice, since no interferometer, phase reconstruction, or spa-
tial light modulation is required, the approach is remarkably simple to implement
and can operate at high speeds. The reference-free feature of OCIS is useful in
practical applications such as remote communication through scattering media.
In this work, we first explain the concept of optical intensity channels and the
approach for performing incoherent and linear operations with them. This concept
is further generalized with an intensity transmission matrix framework based on
the transmission matrix theory from wavefront shaping. We then experimentally
demonstrate the ability of this method to form a focus pattern with feedback-based
OCIS.We derive the relationship between the number of controllable modes and the
contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) of the focus pattern and experimentally demonstrate
the operational speed. Interestingly, OCIS is also able to form an energy null spot,
a function that is difficult to achieve with wavefront shaping approaches due to the
presence of naturally occurring dark speckles [10, 11]. We thenmove on to report on
the optical intensity transpose, an OCIS-derived technique that uses optical speckle
intensity information transmitted from a point source through a scattering medium
to identify the optical channels of the scattering medium and to send light back to the
location of the point source through these optical channels. Finally, using the linear
operations provided by the intensity channels, we demonstrate a practical application
of OCIS – scattering medium mediated secure optical information transmission.
OCIS can provide a means to directly transmit information through scattering media
in a secure way without requiring a prior secure channel.
4.2 Principle
To help understand the principles of OCIS for optical control through scattering
media, let us imagine a scenario where a coherent light beam from a point source
at position P1 is incident on and transmits light through a scattering medium (Fig.
4.1a). A laser speckle pattern will develop behind the scattering medium as a result
of the mutual interference of multiple scattering paths [12]. The speckle intensity
is randomly distributed, and let us assume that a bright speckle is developed at
position P2 and a dark speckle is developed at position P3 (Fig. 4.1a). Whether
a speckle is bright or dark depends on the degree of alignment (i.e., the degree of
constructive or destructive interference) between the phasors representing the field
contribution from different optical paths through the medium. The bright speckles
result from situations where the phasors are more strongly aligned than on average
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(i.e., relatively constructive interference), forming a longer-than-average resultant
phasor, and the dark speckles from the situations where the phasors are more weakly
aligned than on average (i.e., relatively destructive interference), forming a shorter-
than-average resultant phasor.
Figure 4.1: Optical intensity channels. (a) A coherent source or guidestar at position
P1 on the target plane leads to a bright speckle at position P2 and a dark speckle
at position P3. In the case of a bright speckle, the majority of the optical paths
share a similar phase (denoted by the same color) and thus relatively constructively
interfere. In contrast, the optical paths leading to the dark speckle are out of phase
(denoted by different colors). (b) and (c) Based on the time-reversal symmetry of
optical propagation, a bright speckle at position P2 will also lead to a bright speckle
at position P1 (b). However, a bright speckle at position P3 will not result in a bright
speckle at position P1 due to destructive interference (c). (d) This phenomenon
is interpreted in a picture of optical channels. An optical channel is established
between position P1 and P2 for optical energy transmission while there is no optical
channel between position P1 and P3.
In the example presented in Fig. 4.1a, the relatively constructive interference
occurring between light from the majority of optical paths that connect positions P1
and P2 forms a bright speckle at P2, whereas the relatively destructive interference
of light occurring between the different paths that connect P1 and P3 forms a dark
speckle. The time-reversal symmetry of optical propagation also means that if we
place the light source at position P2, the light will follow the same trajectories to
reach position P1 (Fig. 4.1b). Since the phase relation between these optical paths is
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maintained, relatively constructive interference occurs at position P1. Similarly, if
we move the light source to position P3, destructive interference occurs at position
P1 because the phase relationship between the optical paths remains the same
regardless of the propagation direction of the light (Fig. 4.1c). We can abstract
the above analysis to a picture of optical channels (Fig. 4.1d). An open optical
channel is established between the position P1 and P2 while the optical channel that
connects position P1 and P3 is closed. We can then generalize this relationship to
the entire target plane where the intensity of a speckle maps to the throughput of the
associated channels. The concept of optical intensity channels forms the foundation
of OCIS, which allows us to manipulate light through scattering media by learning
and modulating the intensity of light through the optical channels.
It should be noted that the concept of optical intensity channels here differs from the
channels described in optical wavefront shaping theory [13] since here knowledge
of optical intensity alone is required, instead of information about the complex field.
Mathematically, we can describe OCIS with an intensity transmission matrix. This
mathematical theory mirrors the complex optical field transmission matrix theory
that is extensively used in wavefront shaping methods [5, 7].
To understandOCIS in the framework of an intensity transmissionmatrix, we start by
examining the complex optical field transmission matrix mathematical framework
[5, 7]. In this case, the optical fields on the input plane and the target plane can
be discretized into complex row vectors u and v, respectively, and connected by a
transmission matrix T through the equation v = uT. The optical field on the target
plane is a linear transform of the field on the input plane. However, the intensity on
the target plane, which is of interest in most applications, is not linear with respect
to the intensity of the shaped optical field.
OCIS aims to simplify this nonlinear relationship by directly connecting the input
intensity to the output intensity in a linear form through an intensity transmission
matrix S of the form
b = aS, (4.1)
where a and b are row vectors denoting the intensity of the optical patterns on the
input plane and output plane, respectively. Each element of a and b represents the
intensity value of an optical mode. This equation is valid if the input modes are
spatially incoherent with each other so that the intensity of each output mode is a
linear combination of the intensity values of these input modes. In this case, the
(푖, 푗)푡ℎ element ofS is equal to themagnitude square of the (푖, 푗)푡ℎ element ofT, and
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thus all elements of S are real and non-negative. While complex transmission matrix
theory interprets light propagation through scattering media on a fundamental level,
the intensity transmission here serves as an intuitive and efficient tool to analyze
linear and incoherent operations.
There are two primary ways by which we can satisfy the condition that the spatial
modes on the input plane are spatially incoherent and do not mutually interfere with
each other. The most direct way is to use a spatially incoherent light source on the
input side. Alternatively, we can sequentially illuminate each input spatial mode.
In this case, time separation can also guarantee that cross-modal interference does
not occur. In our experiment, we demonstrated the use of these two approaches
to linearly and incoherently operate on the intensity channels. In the following
sections, we will demonstrate a series of experimental implementations of OCIS to
overcome optical scattering and transmit information through disordered scattering
media.
Feedback based OCIS
Here we apply the principle of OCIS with a feedback mechanism to form a focus
pattern through a scattering medium, an important evaluation of the ability of
this technique to overcome optical scattering. The requirement for a feedback
mechanism here shares similarity with feedback-based wavefront shaping [14]. The
implementation of feedback-basedOCIS can be divided into two steps: measurement
and display. During themeasurement process, OCIS aims to find the optical channels
between the input plane and the target spot. In this case, one can use a CW
laser source to illuminate the scattering medium with different optical modes, e.g.
scanning spatially over time as shown in Fig. 4.2a1. By simply measuring the
optical intensity feedback as the laser beam scans, one can learn the optical channel
mapping between the scanning position on the input plane and the target spot.
During display, we simply inject light only into the optical channels that connect the
input plane and the target spot as shown in Fig. 4.2a2. Although part of the light
also couples to other channels that are connected to other positions on the target
plane, the total light intensity on these positions is on average lower than that on the
target spot.
We now use the intensity transmission framework to analyze feedback-based OCIS.
During the measurement step, we sequentially send in the basis input vectors, which
form a matrix A (Fig. 4.2b1, left matrix). In our case, we input single modes (i.e.,
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Figure 4.2: Principle of feedback-based OCIS. (a1) A coherent light source scans
across the input plane of the scattering medium over time, resulting in time-varying
intensity signals at the target spot on the target plane. At another spot (denoted
by a triangle), the signals are uncorrelated with those at the target spot due to the
random scattering of the light through the sample. These time-varying signals allow
us to map the optical channels between the input plane and the target plane. (a2)
By injecting light into the channels that connect to the target spot, a focus pattern is
formed at the target spot while other spots on the target plane receive less light on
average. (b) Matrix representation of the feedback-based OCIS. (b1) The incident
optical mode sweeps through space over time, and can be represented by an identity
matrix A. Its interaction with the scattering medium is represented by multiplying
the intensity transmission matrix S, resulting in time-varying speckle patterns on
the output. The measurement of the time-varying speckles at the target position
is equivalent to taking one column of the intensity matrix B. (b2) During display,
the binarized output selects a number of rows of S as output. The integration of
the selected output rows over time results in an optical focus pattern at the target
position.
A푖 = 훿[푖]), where A푖 denotes the 푖-th row vector of A, and 훿[푖] is a delta row vector
with a nonzero value at the 푖-th element (e.g., A1 = [1, 0, 1, ...] [푖]). As a result, by
collecting the transmitted intensity patterns over time, we obtain an output matrix
B (Fig. 4.2b1, right matrix) that maps to the intensity transmission matrix S. The
time-encoded intensity measured at the 푗-th location on the target plane indicates
the throughput of the optical channels that connect the corresponding input mode to
this location.
To enhance the temporal average intensity at the 푗-th location on the target plane,
we select a subset of the row vectors of A where each row vector A푖 connects to a
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high-throughput channels to the 푗-th column of B. We denote the set of row vector
indices obtained using the feedback-based OCIS as CFB. We then sequentially send
light to these channels and integrate the output intensity patterns (Fig. 4.2b2) to
avoid mutual interference between different channels. Mathematically, the target












(A푖)S = aFBS. (4.3)
where aFB is the summation of the input mode intensities in time. This equation is
in agreement with Eq. 4.1, which justifies the use of temporal separation approach
to realize the requirement of spatial incoherence.
With this mathematical framework in place, we can quantitatively evaluate the
performance of OCIS based on speckle statistics. The contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR),
which is defined as the ratio between the background-subtracted, time-averaged,
spatial-peak intensity and the standard deviation of the background, is a reasonable
metric because it evaluates both the peak intensity of the temporal average pattern
and the fluctuation of its background. Assuming the instantaneous speckle patterns,
i.e, the rows of the intensity transmission matrix, are fully developed [12], and the
total number of uncorrelated speckle patterns that the OCIS system can measure
and control is 푁 (i.e. the number of rows in S), the expected CNR of the optical








where 퐼푡 is the intensity threshold and 휇 is the mean intensity of the speckle (i.e., the
mean of the intensity transmission matrix S). A step-by-step derivation of Eq. 4.4
is provided in Section 4.5. As the total number of measured frames N increases, the
background becomes more uniform, the CNR increases, and the resulting optical
spot becomes more pronounced. Therefore, this metric indicates the ability of OCIS
to overcome optical scattering and to recover optical information through scattering
media.
Anothermetric that iswidely used in opticalwavefront shaping is peak-to-background
ratio (PBR) or intensity enhancement factor, which is defined as the ratio between
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the peak intensity and the mean of the background. The PBR of OCIS is given by
푃퐵푅 = 1 + 퐼푡
휇
. (4.5)
A detailed derivation of Eq. 4.5 is included in Section 4.5. As shown in Eq. 4.4
and 4.5, we can choose the intensity threshold 퐼푡 to optimize either CNR or PBR
(See Section 4.5).
In wavefront shaping for optical focusing through scattering media, the PBR and
CNR of the focus are equal except for a constant offset of 1 (PBR = CNR+1), for
fully developed background speckle patterns. This fixed relationship stems from
the fact that the background follows well-defined speckle statistics, where the mean
and standard deviation of the background are the same value. In comparison, the
PBR and CNR are quite different quantities in OCIS because the background mean
is decoupled from its variance. A more detailed discussion of CNR and PBR can
be found in Fig. 4.6. Different with wavefront shaping, both CNR and PBR are
required here in OCIS to comprehensively characterize the quality of the focus
pattern. CNR indicates the peak value and background variance, which determines
the visibility of the focus pattern, while PBR indicates the energy enhancement on
the targeted optical spot. For OCIS, CNR provides a better gauge of the signal-to-
noise ratio than PBR in strong light scenarios (See Section 4.5 for more details).
Since most of our experiments were performed at high light intensity levels, we
chose to optimize CNR instead of PBR for optimal performance. We do note that
in low light scenarios, PBR becomes the more relevant gauge of the signal-to-noise
ratio for OCIS.
We next report our experimental findings on the controlling capability and speed
of feedback-based OCIS. A simplified signal diagram is shown in Fig. 4.3a and
the detailed experimental setup is described in the Methods section and shown in
Fig. 4.7a. During measurement, a CW mode laser source illuminates the scattering
medium (a ground glass diffuser, see Methods). We use a single photodetector with
an active area comparable to the size of a single speckle grain tomeasure the temporal
speckle intensity of the target point at the target plane during one galvo mirror sweep
of time duration t (Fig. 4.3a1). We can then apply an intensity threshold to the
time trace and identify a subset of optical channels that contribute bright speckles
at the target location. During the display step (Fig. 4.3a2), we use this information
to selectively turn on the laser illumination only at time points when this subset of
speckle patterns is reproduced during a repeated galvo mirror scan. Since all the
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selected speckle patterns show a brighter-than-threshold speckle at the target point,
the temporal average optical intensity at the target point can then be expected to be
higher on average than that of the background. Although the instantaneous intensity
may fluctuate within the time period of t, i.e. the galvo mirror single trip scan
duration, the temporally averaged optical spot can, nevertheless, effectively fulfill
the role of a wavefront-shaping-based focused spot in many applications such as
imaging or target localization, as long as t is shorter than 1) the decorrelation time
of the scattering medium and 2) the application’s signal integration time frame.
Because only intensity information is measured and modulated, the implementation
of feedback-based OCIS can be extremely simple and fast. We used a comparator
circuit to identify the high intensity speckles measured by the photodiode and
streamed the digital signal (Fig. 4.8 and 4.9) to a field programmable gate array
(FPGA) that was synchronized with the galvo mirror. During the display process,
a last-in-first-out (LIFO) module in the FPGA was used to time-reverse and output
the signal as the galvo mirror swept back. In this case, the output signal from the
FPGA modulated the laser. In our experiment, a galvo mirror of 4 kHz was used,
meaning that an optical spot was created within 250 휇s. This all-hardware-based
OCIS system is able to measure and control 8 × 103 modes per millisecond.
A camera with exposure time covering a galvo mirror one-way sweep (125 휇s) was
triggered to capture the patterns on the target plane. Fig. 3b shows the patterns
captured by the camera at various speckle decorrelation times. To demonstrate
the performance of this technique in the presence of fast speckle decorrelation, we
tuned the speckle decorrelation time bymoving the scatteringmediumat controllable
speeds. As shown in Fig. 4.3b, the visibility of the optical spot becomes lower as
the speckle decorrelation time decreases. To quantify the CNR as a function of
speckle decorrelation time, we calculated the CNR of the patterns and plotted them
over the decorrelation time as shown in Fig. 4.3c. The CNR drops to 50% of the
maximum at a decorrelation time of 200 휇s, matching well with the period of the
galvo mirror, 250 휇s.
The ability of OCIS to form a focus pattern can be generalized to arbitrary intensity
control through scatteringmedia bymodulating the light intensity through the optical
channels. One notable scenario is the generation of a null energy spot at a target
point. In principle, the generation of a null energy spot through wavefront shaping is
possible [10, 11]. Practically, a wavefront-shaping-based null energy spot has very
limited practical utility – a natural speckle field is populated with numerous null
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Figure 4.3: Results of the feedback-based OCIS. (a) Simplified system setup. (a1)
Measurement. A galvo mirror was used to steer light into different channels of the
scattering sample. As the galvomirror scanned forward, the photodetector measured
the temporal signal that fluctuated as light coupled into different channels. (a2) The
measured signal was binarized and used to modulate the intensity of the laser in
a time-reversed order as the galvo mirror scanned backward. In this case, we
can measure the optical channels and inject light into the high-throughput channels
during a galvo mirror round trip. (b) At different sample decorrelation times, optical
spots were created in free space and captured by a camera with an exposure time
of 125 휇s. The CNRs for 휏 from 500 ms to 1휇s are 12.6, 12.3, 9.3, 6.5, 5.1, and
0.3. Scale bar: 20 휇m. (c) CNR as a function of the sample decorrelation time.
(d) Feedback-based OCIS for null energy display. (d1) By injecting light into the
low-throughput optical channels instead of high-throughput ones, we can obtain a
null energy spot on the target plane. (d2) Control image. By sending light into
randomly selected channels, no null energy spot was observed. Scale bar: 20 휇m.
(e1) Line plots of the arrow-indicated lines in (b, 휏 = 500 ms and 1 휇s), normalized
by the mean value of the background. (e2) Line plots of the arrow-indicated lines
in (d), normalized by the mean value of the background.
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spots due to deconstructive interference and an engineered null energy spot would
not have a significant distinction from those spots. OCIS has an intrinsic capability
to form a null energy spot of high visibility because it incoherently sums up speckle
patterns and provides an averaged flat background.
Implementation-wise, the generation of a null energy point with OCIS simply re-
quires that we negate the high-throughput optical channels between the incident
plane and the target spot and send light to the low-throughput channels. We demon-
strate this effect in the following experiment. Similar to the feedback-based OCIS
for forming an optical spot through a scattering medium, we measured the binarized
temporal speckle intensity through a scattering medium (see Methods) during the
measurement step. Unlike the display process to form an optical spot where we
chose the bright speckles, here we inverted the measured logic signals to choose the
dark speckles, which subsequently modulated the laser source as the synchronized
galvo mirror scanned backward. As such, a null energy spot was observed on the
time-integrated pattern with a PBR of 5.0 × 10−2 and a CNR of -5.1 (Fig. 4.3d1,
Fig. 4.3e2). To capture a control image, we randomly selected a subset of speckle
patterns during display, and no null energy spot was observed (Fig. 4.3d2, Fig.
4.3e2). A quantitative derivation of the CNR and PBR of null energy spot patterns
is included in Section 4.5.
The process of speckle pattern selection and summation here shares similarity with
the operational process of ghost imaging [15]. However, there are fundamental
distinctions between these two methods. First, ghost imaging measures speckles in
free space and is not related to the optical channel theory while OCIS is a method
to overcome or utilize disordered scattering. Second, ghost imaging reconstructs
images computationally while OCIS is able to physically form images (See Section
4.5).
Optical intensity transposition
The ability to measure light transmitted from a point through a scattering medium
and to find an optical solution that can send light back through the scatteringmedium
to the original point (e.g. Fig. 4.4a) is highly sought for practical applications.
In combination with guidestar techniques [3], this ability can potentially allow
controlled concentrating of light energywithin and information transmission through
a scattering medium. To date, optical phase conjugation is the dominant wavefront
shaping approach to perform such a function [16, 17]. As such, the phase conjugation
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operation has long been assumed to be vital for retroreflecting light through or inside
scattering media.
Surprisingly, OCIS provides an alternative and simple approach to accomplish the
same objective – we name this approach optical intensity transposition. Moreover,
OCIS accomplishes this objective without requiring phase measurements or the
use of phase conjugation. To better understand the approach, we refer back to the
intensity transmission matrix theory. From this theory, we can see that the index
set 퐶퐵퐹 or the target column vector of the intensity transmission matrix records
the throughput of the optical channels between the input plane and target spot.
Interestingly, the feedback-based OCIS method is not the only way to obtain this
information about the optical channels. One can also utilize a point source on the
target plane, which can be formulated as a delta column vector 훿ˆ[ 푗] (Fig. 4.4c1,
right column; the symbolˆdenotes column vector), to probe the target column of the
intensity transmission matrix, that is Sˆ 푗 = S훿ˆ[ 푗], in which Sˆ 푗 is the 푗-th column of
the intensity transmission matrix S. In this case, we can directly obtain the target
column Sˆ 푗 on the input plane (Fig. 4.4c1) as the response of the delta function on
the target plane. By measuring and thresholding this column vector, we are able to
obtain the index set COIT with the optical intensity transpose method, which is the
same as the CFB. Once we have the information about the optical channels, we can
follow the same procedure as feedback-based OCIS to control light intensity through
scattering media, e.g. forming an optical spot on the target plane (Fig. 4.4c2), which
is mathematically described in Eq. 4.2. Interestingly, we can also playback all the
modes simultaneously provided that they are spatially incoherent. Similar to Eq. 4.3,




is the transpose of the binarized column vector Sˆ 푗 , justifying the name of optical
intensity transposition. As a comparison, optical phase conjugation plays back the
conjugate transpose of the measured column of the complex transmission matrix.
We demonstrate this concept by the following experiment. Similar to optical phase
conjugation, optical intensity transposition also starts with a coherent light source
or a guidestar point [3] on the target plane behind the scattering medium (Fig.
4.4b1). The resulting optical pattern on the detector plane after scattered by the
scattering sample carries important information about the scattering characteristics
of the medium. Instead of recording the complex field or its phase map, here we
only record the intensity information. In this case, we scan a galvo mirror placed at
the Fourier plane of the detector plane to convert a spatial intensity pattern into a
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temporal intensity signal and record the signal using a photodetector (Fig. 4.4b1).
See Methods and Fig. 4.7b for more details on the setup. In the playback step,
instead of using a spatial light modulator to display a conjugated optical wavefront,
here we simply turn on the light source when the backward-scanning galvo mirror
rotates to the positions where bright speckles were measured on the detector plane
during recording. This process can be easily achieved bymodulating the light source
with the time-reversed signal as the galvo mirror scans backward (Fig. 4.4b2). By
integrating the playback pattern over the backward scanning period on a camera, we
observe an optical spot on the camera (Fig. 4.4d1). In other words, we “refocus”
light through the scattering medium to the origin by simply reflecting the light back
without the need to consider and manipulate the phase information. As a control
experiment, we mismatched the timing between the phase of the galvo mirror and
the modulation signal, and captured a control pattern as shown in Fig. 4.4d2.
It is worth noting that wavefront shaping with amplitude-only modulation such
as with digital micromirror devices (DMD) can also include similar operations -
intensity measurement, thresholding, and modulation [18]. However, these two
methods are different on a fundamental level. Binary amplitude modulation still
exploits interference between the modulating pixels and therefore, is still a phase-
based approach. As phase and interference are involved, a reference beam, parallel
spatial modulation, and finely-tuned alignment are all necessary with DMD-based
phase conjugation. The underlying principle ofOCIS is based on the linear operation
on the intensity instead of the complex field in wavefront shaping including DMD-
based phase conjugation.
Secure optical information transmission through scattering media
Disordered optical scattering scrambles the propagation directions of photons. In
optical imaging, this effect broadens the point spread function and prevent optical
information to be localized or resolved precisely through scattering media. In free-
space optical communication, the spreading of the photons due to optical scattering
prevents the information to be confined privately or delivered specifically. In this
case, the optical scatterers act as tiny “beam splitters” that duplicate and broadcast
the optical information to the public.
Conventionally, a separate key is used to secure information transmission. In this
case, a private channel is first established to allow the communication participants
to share the key. The key is then used to encrypt the information to be transmitted
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Figure 4.4: Optical intensity transposition. (a) The principle of optical intensity
transposition. (a1) Light emitted from a coherent light source at the target plane
traverses the optical channels to the input plane. By measuring the light intensity
of the transmitted light as a function of space, we can obtain a spatial map of the
optical channels. (b2) By sending light back through the high-throughput channels
and linearly combining the transmitted light, we can obtain a focus pattern at the
source location. (b) Experimental setup. Similar to optical phase conjugation, the
retroreflecting process can be separated into two steps. (a1) Recording. A point
source transmits light through the scattering medium and a photodiode measures a
one-dimensional speckle pattern during one galvomirror sweep. (a2) Playback. The
measured signal is time-reversed and thenmodulates the laser on the input side as the
galvo mirror scans backward. An optical spot is created at the position of the initial
point source. (c) Matrix representation of optical intensity transposition. During
recording (c1), a guidestar selects a column of the intensity transmission matrix as
a time-varying intensity output, which is then binarized. During playback (c2), the
binarized signal is used to select the corresponding rows of the intensity matrix,
whose sum leads to a bright optical spot at the guidestar position. (d) Experimental
results. An optical spot pattern was imaged on a camera with optical intensity
transposition (d1), while no bright spot was observed in the control experiment
where we disabled the synchronization between the playback sequence and the
galvo mirror (d2). Scale bar: 20 휇m.
in a public channel. Only the receivers with the key can decode the encrypted
information. Of particular interest to mention here are the previous works on using
optical approaches to generate random keys [19, 20, 21, 22].
Recently, optical wavefront-shaping-based approaches have been demonstrated to
address the non-specific transmission of optical information due to optical scattering.
Instead of using a separate digital key for encryption, this method takes advantage of
the random scattering itself to “encrypt” the optical information [23]. In this case,
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the scrambled optical information due to optical scattering can only be recovered by
the measured complex transmission matrix of the scattering.
Here, we demonstrate one potential use of OCIS in optical communication through
scattering media. There are two main advantages of using OCIS for private com-
munication with the presence of optical scattering. First, a separate random key
generator and a private channel are not required although they are compatible with
OCIS for an additional layer of security. Second, prior measurement of the complex
transmission matrix is not required either, which is important for remote communi-
cations where complex field measurement is challenging.
To understand the principle of OCIS-based information transmission through scat-
tering media, we consider a scenario where person A (Alice) and person B (Bob) try
to communicate to each other in a non-line-of-sight environment such as through
fog, through turbid water, or around the corners. The scattering medium can also
take the form of a multimode fiber. Similar to the optical intensity transposition
described in the previous section, Alice will first illuminate the scattering medium
with a point source to establish the channels. Bob will then measure the transmitted
speckle pattern on a camera. Each bright speckle spot on the camera will represent
a bright channel through the scattering medium back to Alice’s initial point source.
In other words, if Bob places a point source at that bright speckle location, Alice
will receive a bright speckle. The opposite is true for the dark speckle spots on
Bob’s camera. Placing a point source at one of these dark points will cause Alice
to receive a dark speckle. The relationship allows Bob to send a ‘1’ bit (or ‘0’ bit)
by injecting photons to bright channels (or dark channels) as shown in Fig. 4.5a2.
As long as Bob only uses each channel once, the security of the communication
channel would be preserved. An eavesdropper Chuck detecting light elsewhere will
not be able to glean useful information as he will receive a speckle pattern that is
uncorrelated with Alice and Bob’s (See Section 4.5 for more details).
Figure 4.5b shows the schematic of OCIS-based free-space secure communications
between communication parties Alice and Bob. Each of them used a ground glass
diffuser as the scatteringmedium. During the channel establishment phase, a camera
on Bob’s side was used to record the speckle intensity pattern as a channel map (b1).
Then a DMD, which was pixel-to-pixel matched with the camera, was used to
select bright or dark channels depending on the logic values of the message to be
transmitted (b2). To enhance SNR, we combined multiple channels simultaneously
to transmit one-bit data. At the same time, the photodetector on Alice’s side will
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receive a binary intensity sequence that matches the original data. It should be
noted that to avoid optical field interference between these channels, the light field
on the DMD is spatially incoherent (see Methods and Fig. 4.7c for more details).
The experimental results are shown in (Fig. 4.5c-f). The original data from Bob is
a two-dimensional image (Fig. 4.5c), which was transmitted row by row to Alice.
Each bit is either logic 1 or logic 0, which corresponds to a focus pattern or a null
pattern described in Section Feedback based OCIS. The CNR is ∼3.7 for the focus
pattern and -1.5 for the null pattern. Upon reception by the photodetector on Alice’s
side, the data stream was reconstructed to an image (Fig. 4.5d), whose binarized
version (Fig. 4.5e) matches the original data. In contrast, a photodetector that
measured one speckle grain of the intercepted light, which mimics an eavesdropper
Chuck, received a random sequence (Fig. 4.5f) that is uncorrelated with the original
data.
To further enhance security, Alice can additionally shuffle the scattering medium
(e.g. by rotating the diffuser) before her emitter and receiver to refresh the optical
channel map intermittently. Effectively, secret and ever-changing channels are
created between the sender and the targeted receiver, and information only streams
within the channels. In addition, OCIS provides a physical layer of encryption that
is highly compatible and complementary to the conventional digital key encryption.
In the case where the digital key is hacked, OCIS serves as another line of defense,
and vice versa. More details about the analysis on possible attacks and applicability
of OCIS-based secure communications can be found in Section 4.5.
4.3 Discussion
OCIS opens up a new door to control light through scattering media. From the
perspective of optical channels, wavefront shaping proactively measures and aligns
the phase of light passing through each optical channel and therefore requires a
significant amount of effort and time to process the phase information. In contrast,
OCIS only needs to identify and modulate the intensity of light passing through the
optical channels. The concept of OCIS extends our understanding of controlling
light through scattering media. In addition, it comes with a number of important
features.
First, theOCIS implementation is, in general, simple and fast because it requires only
intensity information, which can be directly measured with typical optoelectronic
devices. Its general simplicity versus the higher complexity of wavefront shaping
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Figure 4.5: Secure communication with OCIS. (a) Conceptual illustration. OCIS
enables secure free-space optical communications between communication parties
Alice and Bob. (a1) Alice establishes optical channels between Alice and Bob by
sending a laser pulse through the scattering medium. Bob measures the resultant
speckle intensity pattern on the remote end to reveal the optical channels between
Alice and Bob. (a2) To send a binary message to Alice, Bob streams spatially
incoherent optical pulses through different channels of the scattering medium, e.g.,
logical ones to randomly selected open channels and logical zeros to randomly
selected closed channels. As a result, Alice receives a matched message while a
third person Chuck receives a random message because the channels between Bob
and Chuck are uncorrelated with those between Alice and Bob. (b) Experimental
demonstration of the OCIS-based free space secure communication. (b1) A laser
beam transmits through a local diffuser and a remote diffuser. A photodetector
array at the remote end measures the resultant speckle pattern as the map of the
optical channels. (b2) An intensity modulator array is used to route the optical
pulses to different channels based on the message and the measured channel map.
Two photodetectors on the local side record the returned optical pulses. One of the
photodetectors is conjugated to the laser while the other one is placed elsewhere.
(c-f) Experimental results. (c) Original binary data. (d) Raw data received by the
conjugated photodetector. (e) Binarized data of (d). (f) Raw data received by the
neighboring photodetector.
implementations provides it with a speed advantage for a certain range of operation.
We anticipate that the system speed can be significantly boosted by using much
faster intensity modulation schemes such as amplitude modulation of diode lasers
and using faster scanners such as swept source lasers. We further note that speed
improvements are generally coupled with diminished photon budgets. An analysis
of OCIS performance in the regime where shot noise becomes considerable is
provided in Section 4.5. One significant disadvantage of OCIS versus standard
wavefront shaping is that the PBR and CNR enhancements are weaker functions of
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the number of controllable modes than those of wavefront shaping. OCIS’s PBR is
preset by choosing a threshold, and, as such, access to more control optical modes
(N) only allows us to pick a higher threshold, optimizing PBR this way would yield
ln(N) peak improvements. In comparison, PBR scales as N for wavefront shaping.
This indicates that wavefront shaping should generally outperform OCIS in light
starved scenarios (e.g. single photon regime) or when the goal is to achieve intensity
enhancement. When photon budget is not a limiting factor and the goal is to recover
information from random scattering, CNR which measures the peak to the noise
fluctuations (rather than the background DC value) is actually a better gauge of the
nominal SNR performance. By this measure, the CNR of OCIS scales as sqrt(N)
while wavefront shaping scales as N.
Second, OCIS is intrinsically capable of displaying negative patterns. The gener-
ation of negative patterns through scattering media is, in principle, possible with
wavefront shaping but highly impractical as the negative pattern created would be
difficult to distinguish from naturally occurring null points in the speckled back-
ground. In contrast, because OCIS directly operates on an intensity basis instead
of controlling interference, the background formed by OCIS exhibits a much less
pronounced spatial variation. Similar to the formation of a bright spot, the control-
lable dark spot here also carries information through scattering media. In the secure
communications application, the use of null spots to carry information is especially
useful because it improves the overall signal-to-noise characteristics of the method.
Third, since OCIS directly operates on intensity, it is useful in some applications
where phase measurement is difficult to achieve. In many practical cases such
as free space optical communications through fog, cloud, turbid water, walls, or
biological tissue, it is difficult to implement a reference beam. The demonstrated
secure information streaming through scattering media is an application enabled by
the reference-beam-free feature of OCIS.
Last but not least, OCIS can be implementedwith spectral channels. In this case, dif-
ferent optical wavelengths provide different optical channels because the scattering
properties are wavelength dependent. Instead of scanning through different spatial
modes of the sample, one can also scan through the spectral modes to measure the
throughput of the optical channels as a function of wavelength. Unlike wavefront
shaping which requires multiple modes to be displayed in parallel simultaneously,
spectral OCIS enables the use of a single mode fiber as the optical interface and
therefore enables miniature optical devices.
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4.4 Summary
With its ability to confine optical information locally and specifically, OCIS can be
used for imaging through scattering media as we demonstrated in Section 4.5 and
Fig. 4.11. With the same principle, OCIS can also be used in secure information
transmission where it helps prevent optical information from spreading globally in
optical information transmission through scattering media. While we demonstrated
a free-space communication scenario, the OCIS can potentially be used with mul-
timode fibers to secure information during transmission. OCIS provides a physical
encryption that does not require the use of a digital key yet it is also compatible
with the conventional digital key encryption and thus provides an additional layer
of security. This flexibility enables OCIS in a wide range of optical information
transmission applications.
In conclusion, we would like to close by noting that this work is an initial explo-
ration of intensity-only-based modulation strategies for controlling light transmis-
sion through scattering media. As wavefront shaping operates on optical fields but
most of the end applications concern only intensity, wavefront shaping intrinsically
has to deal with the nonlinear, field-to-intensity conversion problem. OCIS simpli-
fies this problem to a linear operation by directly operating on intensity, and thus




Figure 4.6: Simulation results for comparison of the metrics, peak to background
ratio (PBR) and contrast of noise ratio (CNR), which evaluate the quality of a
focus pattern. (a) In optical wavefront shaping, at low PBR, e.g. PBR=2, the peak
is immersed into the background of fully developed speckles, where the standard
deviation of the speckle intensity is the same as its mean. In this case, CNR=PBR-
1=1. (b) For the same PBR, the time-averaged pattern created by OCIS shows a
prominent peak as the variation of the background is much lower, resulting in a
higher CNR, e.g. CNR=20 (∼1000 controllable modes). (c) To obtain the same
CNR as the pattern formed by OCIS, the PBR of the focus formed by the wavefront
shaping techniques needs to increase to 21. (d) The pattern in (b) is rescaled to
help visually compare to the pattern in (c). As shown in (c) and (d), as long as the
CNR is the same, the visibility of the peak is very similar although they have a very
different PBR. Therefore, CNR is a more useful metrics for OCIS.
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Figure 4.7: Experimental Setups. (a) Feedback based OCIS setup. (b) Optical
intensity transpose setup, (b1) recording; (b2) playback. (c) Setup for direct imaging
through scattering media. Abbreviations: AOM, acousto-optic modulator; BD,
beam dump; BS, beam splitter; CAM, camera; DMD, digital micro-mirror device;
FB, fiber; G, ground glass diffuser; GM, galvanometer mirror; HWP, half wave
plate; L, lens; PD, photodetector; PMT, photomultiplier tube; RD, rotating diffuser;
TP, target plane.
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Figure 4.8: Experimental Setups. (a) Feedback based OCIS setup. (b) Optical
intensity transpose setup, (b1) recording; (b2) playback. (c) Setup for direct imaging
through scattering media. Abbreviations: AOM, acousto-optic modulator; BD,
beam dump; BS, beam splitter; CAM, camera; DMD, digital micro-mirror device;
FB, fiber; G, ground glass diffuser; GM, galvanometer mirror; HWP, half wave
plate; L, lens; PD, photodetector; PMT, photomultiplier tube; RD, rotating diffuser;
TP, target plane.
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Figure 4.9: Experimental signal traces from the feedback-based OCIS. (a) A raw
signal output from the photodetector during measurement. (b) A binarized signal
output from the comparator during measurement. (c) A photodetector output signal
during display. To provide a clearer visual comparison, we time-reversed this output
signal again to match the timing.
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Figure 4.10: CNR and PBR as a function of number of controllable modes. (a)
CNR optimization mode based on Eq. 4.12 and Eq. 4.13 S8. (b) PBR optimization
mode based on Eq. 4.14 and Eq. 4.15
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Figure 4.11: Direct imaging through a thin scatteringmediumwith OCIS. (a) Exper-
imental setup. This procedure can be separated into two steps. (a1) Measurement.
This procedure is the same as the recording of the intensity reflection method de-
scribed above. An optical spot was created on the target plane and a binarized
speckle intensity is measured sequentially on the detector plane during a sweep of
the galvo mirror. (a2) Direct observation. By using this signal to modulate the laser
that illuminates a transmission object on the target plane, one can directly observe
the object as the galvo mirror synchronizes with the modulated illumination. The
method utilizes the angular memory effect of the thin scattering medium, where a
tilted optical field incident to the thin scattering medium results in a tilted optical
field on the other side. Therefore, the measured signal is also applicable to the
neighboring points and enables direct observation of the object with only one mea-
surement. (b) Optical diagram of the imaging process. (b1) Light from an object
couples to different high-throughput channels over time and the transmitted light is
directed to a spot to form a PSF of the imaging system. (b2) Based on the optical
memory effect, a neighboring spot within the memory effect range also forms an im-
age at the imaging plane. (c) Equivalently, OCIS and the scattering medium serves
as an imaging system and one can see through the scattering medium directly. (d)
An image of the object was formed through the scattering medium and captured by
a camera on the detector plane. Scale bar: 10 휇m.
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Figure 4.12: Optical information coupled out of the communication chain. (a) In
free space, scatterers spread light to other directions. (b) In waveguide geometry,




The optical setup of feedback-based OCIS is shown in Fig. 4.7a. A collimated CW
laser beam (532 nm wavelength, CrystaLaser Inc.) was intensity-modulated by an
acousto-optic modulator (AOM, 100MHz, IntraAction Corp.) by taking the first
order of the diffracted beam. The modulated beam was then scanned by a galvo
mirror (CRS 4 KHz, Cambridge Technology), which was imaged onto the surface
of a ground glass diffuser (DG10-120, Thorlabs) through a 4-f relay system (L1,
L2). The light intensity on the surface of the diffuser was 20 mW. Another 4-f
system (L3, L4) magnified the speckle to match the core diameter of the fiber. A
photomultiplier tube (PMT, H7422, Hamamatsu) was used to measure the speckle
intensity, and the output signal was sent to an analog comparator (LM361N, Texas
Instruments). An FPGA board (Cyclone 2, Altera) that was synchronized with the
galvo mirror received and processed the output signals from the comparator. The
output signals from the FPGA controlled an electronic switch (ZASWA-2-50DR+,
Mini-circuits) to modulate the amplitude of the carrier (100 MHz) to the AOM. A
camera (GX1920, Allied Vision) was placed on the conjugate plane of the fiber to
observe the optical patterns.
The optical setup of optical intensity transpose is shown in Fig. 4.7b. During the
recording process (Fig. 4.7b1), lens L3 created an optical spot behind the ground
glass diffuser and the optical spot was conjugated with the camera by a 4-f system
(L3 and L4). The light from the optical spot was then scattered by the diffuser and
the PMT recorded the intensity on the Fourier plane of the galvo mirror which was
conjugate to the surface of the diffuser. During the playback process (Fig. 4.7b2),
the collimated laser beam that was aligned to be conjugated to the fiber end was
modulated by the AOM when the galvo mirror was scanning. In the same way as
feedback-based OCIS, the FPGA received the binarized signals from the comparator
and output the signals to control the AOM for OCIS.
The optical setup for realizing imaging through scattering media is shown in Fig.
4.7c. We used a ground glass diffuser, the same as the one used in feedback-
based OCIS demonstration, as the backscattering surface. The camera measured a
speckle pattern after light backscattered from the surface. During data streaming, we
randomly selected ∼300 sub-channels (corresponding to ∼300 speckles) to form a
channel. The light intensitymodulationwas realizedwith aDMDsystem (Discovery
4100, Texas Instruments). To assure linear intensity operation as described in the
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intensity transmission matrix theory, the DMDmodulates spatially incoherent light,
which was scattered by a rotating diffuser in front of the coherent laser source.
Mathematical derivation of CNR and PBR
OCIS optical spot
Here we quantitatively evaluate the performance of OCIS techniques. Assuming the
instantaneous speckle patterns are fully developed [24], the speckle intensity follows
an exponential distribution with mean 휇 and standard deviation 휎 = 휇. The shot







where 휇 is the mean intensity of the speckle pattern. Then, 훼, the portion of patterns
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Substituting Eq. 4.6 and 4.7 into Eq. 4.8 leads to
퐼¯푝 = 휇 + 퐼푡 . (4.9)
If our system captures푁 independent speckle patterns in total, the number of selected
patterns is then approximately 훼푁 . Since the OCIS sums up all the selected patterns,
the peak intensity of the resultant pattern on average is given by 퐼¯푠푝 = 훼푁 퐼¯푝, while
the mean and standard deviation of the background of the resultant pattern is given
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. (4.11)
From Eq. 4.10 and 4.11, we find that both CNR and PBR are functions of intensity
threshold 퐼푡 that we choose. Therefore, by selecting a proper threshold, we can
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optimize the CNR or PBR accordingly. Here we analyze the solutions for CNR
and PBR optimization, respectively. The subscripts “A” and “B” in CNRs and
PBRs below correspond to “a. CNR optimization” and “b. PBR optimization”,
respectively.
a. CNR optimization
Through optimization, we find that maximum CNR is achieved when the intensity
threshold is set at double of the mean intensity, that is 퐼푡 = 2휇. In this case, the






and the PBR given by Eq. 4.11 becomes
푃퐵푅푃_퐴 = 3. (4.13)
In this case, PBR decouples from CNR and is a constant independent of the number
of summed speckle patterns. In our experiment (Fig. 4.3b in the article, 휏 = 500
ms), we achieved a PBR of ∼2.5.
b. PBR optimization
To maximize PBR, one would set 퐼푡 as high as possible as indicated by Eq. 4.11.
However, the maximum 퐼푡 is bounded by the requirement that on average one
speckle pattern is selected during display. This requirement can be describes as
훼푁 = 1. Substituting 훼 with Eq. 4.7, we find that the intensity threshold for PBR
optimization is given by 퐼푡 = 휇 ln 푁. Substituting this equation into Eq. 4.11, we
have the maximum PBR:
푃퐵푅푃_퐵 = 1 + ln 푁. (4.14)
Using this intensity threshold to calculate CNR based on Eq. 4.10, we have
퐶푁푅푃_퐵 = ln 푁. (4.15)
Equations 4.14 and 4.15 show that the PBR and CNR are coupled in this case. This
relationship, 푃퐵푅 = 퐶푁푅 + 1, is the same as that in wavefront shaping because
in both cases the intensity distribution of the background follows speckle intensity
distribution where its mean intensity equals its standard deviation.
Figure 4.10 plots CNR and PBR as a function of number of measured optical modes.
From this figure, we can find that in CNR optimization mode, CNR increases as
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a function of number of optical modes while the PBR remains the same. The
enhancement in CNR means that the optical spot is more evident, which is the key
metric to evaluate the ability of an imaging technique. In contrast, PBR fails to
indicate this ability in this mode as it remains constant over the number of optical
modes. In the PBR optimization mode, PBR and CNR are coupled and thus both of
them can be used to evaluate the performance of an imaging technique.
Null energy point
For an OCIS generated null energy point, the portion of speckle patterns being
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퐼 × 푃(퐼)푑퐼. (4.17)
By substituting the probability density function 푃(퐼) with Eq. 4.6, we have
퐼¯푛 = 퐼푡 − 퐼푡
1 − exp(− 퐼푡휇 )
+ 휇. (4.18)
If the system measures 푁 speckle patterns in total, the number of selected speckle
patterns is 훼푁 , and therefore the expected intensity of the sum of these patterns at
the null energy point is given by 퐼푠푛 = 훼푁 퐼¯푛. Likewise, the expected intensity of
the sum of these patterns at the background is given by 퐼푠푏 = 훼푁휇, and the standard




훼푁휇. Therefore, the CNR, which
is defined as the ratio between the background-subtracted null intensity and the







1 − exp(− 퐼푡휇 )
. (4.19)
The PBR, which is defined as the ratio between the negative peak or null point







1 − exp(− 퐼푡휇 )
. (4.20)
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Discussions on the security of OCIS-based communications
There are two typical scenarios where light can be received by a third party (Fig.
4.12). In free space, scatterers, such as dust, fog, turbid water, or opaque walls,
scatter light outside the line-of-sight of the communication parties. In waveguide
geometry, leaky modes allow the light to be coupled out of the waveguide. There
is also an extreme case where an optical fiber waveguide is cut and a beam splitter
is inserted in between. Although this behavior can be easily monitored, we also
include it in our security analysis framework.
Without OCIS, light scattering and coupling into a third party will allow the third
party to receive the same copy of the information as the primary communication
parties. In this case, the security of the information only depends on the use of a
digital key to encrypt the information. If the third party hacks the digital key, the
information is revealed.
OCIS provides a physical layer of encryption, which can be used on top of digi-
tal encryption. Here we analyze the probability of decoding the OCIS encrypted
information by coupling and detecting the light during propagation in the aforemen-
tioned scenarios. In principle, if the third party (Chuck) can measure the full optical
field from the primary communication parties (Alice and Bob), he can decode the
information by correlating the two optical fields based on the time-reversal symme-
try of light propagation. In practice, measuring the optical field in the middle of
the scattering media is extremely challenging in OCIS for several reasons. First,
measuring the full field requires a full coverage in free space or cutting the optical
fibers, which can be easily monitored as discussed above. Second, OCIS can use
multiple spatially incoherent light sources, between which there is no static phase
difference, to prevent phase measurement. Therefore, we would like to focus on a
more practical case where intensity patterns are measured in the middle.
Here is the process of the intensity pattern measurement. First, Alice sends a single-
mode laser pulse through the scattering media to establish a channel map with Bob.
Chuck measures a speckle pattern in the middle of the scattering medium, and Bob
measures a speckle pattern on the other end of the scatteringmedium. For simplicity,
here we analyze the case where Bob only sends light through one channel for one bit
of information transmission. This channel is randomly selected from the channels
that meet the intensity requirement and the scattering medium is refreshed when
all the channels have been used. Chuck measures the second speckle pattern in the
middle when Bob sends one bit back to Alice. In this case, Chuck tries to decode
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the information by calculating the sign of the correlation coefficient between the
speckle patterns.
Mathematically, we can explicitly calculate the correlation coefficient 퐶 of the
intensity patternsmeasured byChuck and analyze its expected value and the standard





푟=1(퐼퐶,퐴 (푟) − 퐼¯퐶,퐴) (퐼퐶,퐵 (푟) − 퐼¯퐶,퐵)
퐼¯퐶,퐴 퐼¯퐶,퐵
, (4.21)
where 퐼퐶,퐴 (푟) and 퐼퐶,퐵 (푟) are the intensity patterns measured by Chuck when
Alice and Bob send the light pulses, respectively; 퐼¯퐶,퐴 and 퐼¯퐶,퐵 are the mean
intensities of these two patterns, respectively; M0 is the total number of spatial
modes generated by the scattering medium and is much larger than one; 푟 is the
index of the speckle grains. After mathematical derivation based on the complex
field relationship ensured by reciprocity, the expected value of correlation coefficient
퐶 has the following expression:
퐸 (퐶) ≈ 퐼푡 − 퐼¯
푀0 퐼¯
, (4.22)
where 퐼푡 is the intensity of the speckle grain that Bob selects as the channel to send
one bit back to Alice; 퐼¯ is the mean intensity of the speckle grains at Bob’s side. For
simplicity, here we assume that Alice and Bob use the same amount of power for
the laser pulses they send to each other. In this case, the speckle power that Alice
observes is also 퐼푡 , the same as that of the speckle that Bob selects based on the
intensity transmission matrix theory.
While the step by step derivation of the correlation coefficient in Eq. 4.22 is beyond
the scope of the work, this equation has an intuitive interpretation. The numerator
퐼푡 − 퐼¯ indicates the power deviated from the mean power at the mode of interest
that Alice observes or Bob selects. If Bob randomly picks a channel to send light
back to Alice, the expected value of this deviation should be zero, and the expected
correlation between Chuck’s patterns is also zeros. Therefore, the expected value of
the correlation coefficient describes the energy ratio between the part that is deviated
from the mean at the mode of interest and the total energy.
For each bit during transmission, Chuck does the correlation between the two speckle
patterns and obtains one correlation coefficient 퐶. Therefore, it is also important
to know the deviation of the one-time calculation from the expected value of the
correlation coefficient 퐶. The error or the standard deviation of the correlation
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where 푀 is the number of modes that Chuck measures out of the 푀0 modes carried
by the scattering medium. Here we assume that the measurement is well above shot
noise limit. Therefore, the SNR of the information that Chuck obtained is given by
푆푁푅퐶 = ( 퐸 (퐶)
푠푡푑 (퐶) )





Here we provide an example calculation of the SNR that Chuck may receive. Let’s
assume that a scattering medium carries 106 modes (푀0) and Chuck measures all
the modes in an extreme case (푀 = 푀0); the mean of the threshold that Bob chooses
is 2퐼¯. In this case, the SNR of the correlation coefficient 퐶 is ∼ 10−6, which is
very difficult for Chuck to obtain meaning information. In practice, Chuck can only
measure a small portion of the modes, resulting in an even lower SNR. The leakage
of information can be further mitigated by the combination of digital encryption,
such as leakage-resilient cryptography [26].
By providing a physical layer of encryption, OCIS based secure communication
can be potentially applied to several scenarios including free-space and fiber-based
communication. Importantly, this physical encryption is complementary to and
able to work with key based encryption, which includes keys that are generated with
optical approaches such as quantum key distribution [27]. Compared to quantum
key distribution, OCIS does not have a strict requirement on the number of photons
used in communications as long as Alice and Bob can measure sufficient photons.
It should be noted that OCIS requires multimode fibers to provide the physical
encryption, which is likely to be a limiting factor for immediate use in some existing
networks that are based on single mode fibers. In the demonstration, we only show a
one-way communication where Bob sends information to Alice. Extending to a two-
way communication is straightforward - Alice will need access to multiple speckles
like Bob. In our experiment, the data transfer rate is limited by the refreshing rate of
the DMD. The data transfer rate can possibly be improved by using an acousto-optic
deflector (AOD) to select the intensity channels in the future.
Supplementary Methods - Image transmission through scattering media with
OCIS
With the knowledge of intensity mapping between the input plane and target plane,
OCIS is able to correct for disordered scattering and allows for direct transmission
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of intensity information through scattering media. Here, we demonstrate this ability
by directly imaging an object through a scattering medium. From the recording
process of optical intensity transpose (Fig. 4b1 or Fig. 4.11a1), we can obtain a
map of optical channels between the input plane and target plane during a galvo
mirror scan. We can then direct the light from the high-throughput channels to a
point on the detector plane during the second galvo scan. In this case, we modulate
and send light to the high throughput channels sequentially when the galvo mirror
rotates to positions where the channels are connected to the point (Fig. 4.11a1). As
such, we obtain a time-averaged optical spot on the detector plane as a PSF of the
imaging system.
To form a wide field image through the scattering medium, here we utilize the tilt-tilt
correlation or angular memory effect of a thin scattering medium [28, 29]. Within
an angular memory effect range, tilting of an input wavefront to a scattering medium
causes tilting of the scattered output wavefront, and these two optical wavefronts
remain highly correlated. For a thin scattering medium, the correlation maintains
within a reasonable tilting angle for wide field imaging. Therefore, the modulation
signal that generates the PSF is also a valid solution to cast a neighboring spot on
the target plane to a shifted optical spot on the detector plane through the scattering
medium (Fig. 4.11a2 and 4.11b2). The method maps to the phase compensation
approach that enables wide field imaging through thin scattering medium in optical
wavefront shaping [29, 30]. In both cases, we can interpret the system as a piece
of compensation optics that corrects for the scattering of the sample and allows us
to see through the scattering medium directly (Fig. 4.11c). Intriguingly, no phase
information or manipulation is required for OCIS to compensate for the optical
scattering here.
To directly correct optical scattering and form an image in free space through a
thin scattering medium experimentally, we first calibrated the scattering medium by
measuring the response of a point source on the target plane through the scattering
medium (Fig. 4.11a1). See Fig. 4.7d for more details on the setup. This step is
the same as the recording process in optical intensity transpose. We then used a
target consisting of two points near the calibration point with a separation of 20
휇m (Fig. 4.11a2). To image the object, the laser source was modulated with the
signal measured from the calibration step as the galvo mirror scans. We placed a
camera with an exposure time covering the galvo scan duration to directly observe
the image of the two spots on the detector plane. As shown in Fig. 4.11d, the image
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information directly was transmitted through the scattering medium with OCIS.
The optical setup of realizing imaging through scattering media is shown in Fig.
4.7d. The initial focus for the intensity response measurement as well as the two-
point object pattern for imaging was created by using an SLM. Duringmeasurement,
the SLM displayed a focus on the target plane and the PMT measured the speckle
intensity signal as the galvo mirror was scanning. During wide-field imaging, the
SLM displayed two foci around the original focus as a target. To directly image this
target, we repeated the galvo mirror scanning and modulated the intensity of the
laser illumination using the AOM based on the recorded intensity response. The
camera was used to directly observe the image of the two foci through the scattering
medium.
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C h a p t e r 5
INTERFEROMETRIC SPECKLE VISIBILITY SPECTROSCOPY
(ISVS) FOR HUMAN CEREBRAL BLOOD FLOW
MONITORING
This chapter contains unpublished content from a submitted manuscript.
Infrared light scatteringmethods have been developed and employed to non-invasively
monitor human cerebral blood flow. However, the number of reflected photons that
interact with the brain is low when detecting blood flow in deep tissue. To tackle
this photon-starved problem, we present and demonstrate the idea of interferometric
speckle visibility spectroscopy (ISVS). In ISVS, an interferometric detection scheme
is used to boost the weak signal light. The blood flow dynamics are inferred from the
speckle statistics of a single frame speckle pattern. We experimentally demonstrated
the improvement of measurement fidelity by introducing interferometric detection
when the signal photon number is insufficient. Our system is able to achieve a frame
rate of 100 Hz even when the average signal photoelectron number is less than 1
count/pixel. This photoelectron rate is ∼ 100-fold less than that in common DCS
implementations. By using ∼ 2×105 pixels together with interferometric detection,
the ISVS sytem successfully monitors the human brain pulsatile blood flow, as well
as the blood flow change when a human subject is doing a breath holding task. This
work provides a new technique for cerebral blood flow detection.
5.1 Introduction
Over the last few decades, a variety of non-invasive optical schemes have been
developed to study the cerebral blood flow (CBF) dynamics in human brains [1,
2, 3, 4], including near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) [1], diffuse correlation spec-
troscopy (DCS) [2, 3], and diffuse optical tomography (DOT) [4]. The 650–950 nm
optical window has relatively low optical absorption and therefore enables light to
penetrate through the skin, scalp, and skull and interact with the brain. Returning
photons carry information about the CBF and can be used to infer the brain activity
via neurovascular coupling [5, 6]. In short, neurovascular coupling describes the
connection between brain activity and CBF, since adequate CBF ensures sufficient
oxygen is delivered to the tissue [7].
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In recent years, there has been a renewed effort to use DCS for such measurements.
DCS uses coherent red or near-infrared lasers as light sources and high-bandwidth
single-photon counting modules (SPCM) as detectors. Compared to NIRS and
DOT that measure reflected light intensity, DCS analyzes the dynamic scattering
by monitoring intensity fluctuations. Therefore, DCS measures the flow dynamics
rather than the hemoglobin concentration. Compared to the existing functional
brain activity detection approaches, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) and electroencephalography (EEG), DCS offers an additional capability
with some advantages. In terms of refresh rate, recent work from Wang et al. [8]
showed a refresh rate of tens of Hz, which is able to well sample the pulsatile effect
in CBF. Since the sampling bandwidth of fast fMRI is in the order of 1 Hz [9] and
common human cardiac signals (heartbeat) usually have a period of 1-3 Hz, the
cardiac signals are not well sampled, which significantly contributes to the noise
in fMRI [10]. Typical DCS systems are able to provide a spatial resolution of ∼1
cm [11, 12]. Non-invasive EEG, the gold standard technique for monitoring brain
activity in terms of speed, provides signals from a mixture of multiple underlying
brain sources. This results in low spatial resolution of 5–9 cm [13]. Therefore, DCS
lies in the niche between fMRI and EEG, where fMRI has high spatial resolution
(∼ 2 mm) [12] but relatively low temporal resolution (∼ 1 Hz) and EEG has high
temporal resolution (>1 kHz) [14], but low spatial resolution (5–9 cm).
The performance of DCS is ultimately constrained by the total collected photon
budget required for a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Since DCS exploits
only a few speckle grains from the scattered light, in order to get a sufficient number
of signal photons for a relatively accurate measure on the blood flow dynamics, the
required measurement time of the detector for one data point (one measurement of
CBF) is typically no less than tens of milliseconds. There is therefore a tradeoff
between the measurement time and the sensitivity of the system: a high SNR
measurement requires relatively longmeasurement time, which results in a relatively
low sampling rate. This tradeoff is fundamentally caused by the limitation of photon
budgets and can be mitigated by using multi-channel DCS, which in turn scales up
the costs of the system [15, 8]. Furthermore, the multi-channel DCS also scales up
the requirement of data throughputs, which also brings technical issues in practical
implementations.
To tackle the limitation of the shortage of signal photons, people use a camera
sensor with thousands to millions pixels as the detector in place of the SPCM.
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By using a camera sensor, the system can collect more photons with the same
measurement time compared to DCS, or collect the same number of photons with
a shorter measurement time. Because the number of pixels is large while the data
throughput is limited, the temporal sampling speed is typically not sufficient to well
sample the temporal intensity fluctuation. Even though, the temporal dynamics
of blood flows can be inferred from the speckle statistics of the captured frame.
This method is termed speckle visibility spectroscopy (SVS), or speckle contrast
spectroscopy [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. In the SVS-based approach, a whole speckle
pattern containing many speckle grains is captured using a detector array (e.g., a
CCD camera), and the statistics of the blurred speckle pattern is used to calculate
the speckle decorrelation time. With a given camera integration time that is longer
than the speckle decorrelation time, different speckle decorrelation times result in
speckle frames with different extent of blurring. Since a speckle pattern recorded
by a detector array can contain thousands to millions of speckle grains, the photon
budget limitation is mitigated. In this case, a single decorrelation time measurement
does not require tens of millisecond as compared to DCS, therefore resulting in a
higher refresh rate.
While SVS relaxes the requirements for temporal fidelity, it suffers from camera
noise as commercial camera sensors are usually noisier than SPCMs when the
signal light intensity is low. When detecting “deep photons” — those interacting
with tissues at larger depths (>1 cm) — the amount of reflected photons reaching
the detector array can be less than 1 photon/pixel within the camera exposure time.
In these cases, the camera noise would overwhelm the detected deep photons. The
direct way to overcome this problem would be to increase the camera exposure time.
Similar to the aforementioned tradeoff between SNR and measurement time, the
increase of exposure time will result in a decrease in the refresh rate.
Here we propose and demonstrate the idea of interferometric SVS, or ISVS, which
circumvents the camera noise problem and is able to measure the blood flow dy-
namics even when the number of available signal photons is limited (below 1 pho-
toelectron per pixel). Interferometric detection is able to overcome camera noise
by boosting the weak signal term in the heterodyne cross-term, and as such, the
ISVS system is able to achieve a reasonable SNR even when the mean pixel value
number from the signal light is smaller than 1. A novel interference speckle spatial
statistics analysis is derived to quantify the speckle decorrelation time. By using
ISVS, we demonstrate high speed (100 Hz) non-invasive in-vivo cerebral blood flow
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monitoring on the human forehead, under the condition where the number of signal
photoelectrons per pixel is ∼ 0.95. In this case, the camera sensor noise is ∼1.2
photoelectrons per pixel. The direct measurement will yield an SNR of ∼0.61 for
each pixel due to the photoelectron shot noise and the detector noise. By using ISVS,
the detector noise effect can be mitigated and the single pixel measurement SNR
is dominant by shot noise. Therefore, in the interferometric detection regime, the
single pixel SNR should be ∼0.95 due to shot noise, and ∼ 2× 105 camera pixels are
used to scale up the overall SNR by
√
2 × 105 ≈ 450 times to 430. We also design
a breath holding task for a human subject and implement ISVS to monitor the CBF,
showing that the relative CBF (rCBF) changes in accordance to brain stimulation
caused by the task can be revealed by ISVS.
5.2 Results
Principle
The ISVS principle is based on an interferometer, where the weak diffused light
containing the information is boosted by a reference beam and recorded by the
camera (See Fig. 5.1(a)). The image sequence recorded on the camera can be
reconstructed to provide a sequence that contains blood flow information, where
each camera frame corresponds to one data point in the reconstructed sequence.
Assuming the diffused light has a limited spatial bandwidth, the complex field
of the diffused light is obtained via an off-axis holography configuration [21], by
directly reconstructing the measured output intensity of the interferometer. In this
configuration, the total instantaneous interference pattern 퐼푡 at the position r= (푥, 푦)
in the observation plane is
퐼t(r) = |퐸R |2 + |퐸S(r) |2 + 2|퐸R | |퐸S(r) | cos
(
푘0푥 sin 휃 + 휙S(r)
)




푘0푥 sin 휃 + 휙S(r)
)
, (5.1)
where 퐸R is the complex field of the planewave reference beam, 퐸S(r) is the complex
field of the diffused light, 휙S(r) is the phase difference between the reference beam
and the diffused light field, 푘0 is the wave-vector in free space, and 휃 is the tilt
angle of the oblique reference beam. Thanks to the off-axis holography, the Fourier
transform of 퐼t(r) in Eq. (5.1) provides three separate lobes (see Fig. 5.4A), where
the central lobe is the Fourier transform of the DC terms (first two terms in Eq. (5.1))
and the two side lobes are the Fourier transform of the interference term (third term
in Eq.(5.1)). The reconstructed signal 퐼rec(r) is with 퐼R= |퐸R |2 and 퐼S(r)= |퐸R(r) |2.
Here 퐼rec(r) contains the information of the diffused light. It is worth noting that
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the instantaneous analysis is valid for a given time (e.g. 푡=0), whereas the detector
has a non-zero integration time to record the intensities. Nevertheless, this analysis
is indicative of the SNR advantage through interferometry: for most speckle grains,
the intensity of a speckle grain is smaller than the reference beam intensity, resulting
in 퐼rec(r)> 퐼S(r). Thus the signal experiences a significant boost, which can salvage
extremely weak signals from being buried under the detector noise. Note that this
basic argument is not accurate for the intensities measured in the experiment, since
the detector measures the intensities for a given integration time, rather than giving
an instantaneous value. A careful analysis below shows the exposure time T reduces
the energy of the heterodyne terms by a less-than-unity ‘visibility factor’.
We nowmove forward to quantitatively demonstrate how ISVS is able to distinguish
between decorrelation events of different timescales. The analysis is dependent on
interference speckle spatial statistics, which is exploited for the first time in CBF





|퐸R |2 + |퐸S(r, 푡) |2 + 2|퐸R | |퐸S(r, 푡) |
× cos
(
푘0푥 sin 휃 + 휙S(r, 푡)
)]
푑푡, (5.2)
where 푡 = 0 defines the beginning of the exposure and T is the exposure time.
Since the third interference term in the integral has a different location on Fourier
space, one can filter it out to get the complex field information. Let us define the
interference signal as 퐻 (r)= 1푇
∫ 푇
0 2|퐸R | |퐸S(r, 푡) | cos휙S(r, 푡) 푑푡. It can be rewritten
as퐻 (r)= 1푇
∫ 푇
0 |퐸R | |퐸S(r, 푡) |푒푖휙S (r,푡)푑푡+1푇
∫ 푇
0 |퐸R | |퐸S(r, 푡) |푒−푖휙S (r,푡)푑푡. We can then










The second moment of 푆(r) will contain the field decorrelation function 푔1(푡) =
〈퐸S(r, 푡0)퐸∗S(r, 푡0+푡)〉푡0/〈|퐸S(r, 푡0) |2〉푡0 after the mathematical derivation shown in

























where 〈•〉푡0 denotes the expected value over 푡0, 〈•〉 denotes the expected value over
space, 퐼R is the intensity of the reference beam, and 퐼¯S is the mean intensity of the
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signal beam. Both of 퐼R and 퐼¯S can be calibrated before the experiment. We then












which ranges from 0 to 1 for different 푔1(푡).
As we can see from Eq. (5.5), the visibility factor 퐹 is a function of 푔1(푡) and
the camera exposure time 푇 . If the sample is static (i.e., 푔1(푡) = 1 for 0 < 푡 < 푇),
퐹 = 1, indicating that the interference fringes have high contrast. If the complex
field of the diffuse light decorrelates very quickly compared to 푇 , (i.e., 푔1(푡) = 1
for 0 < 푡 < 휏 and 푔1(푡) = 0 for 휏 < 푡 < 푇 where 휏  푇), 퐹 = 2휏푇 , indicating
that the interference fringes have low contrast. This matches with the intuition that
multiple decorrelation events happening within the camera exposure time blur out
the interference fringes and yield a low fringe visibility.
Figure 5.1(b) intuitively shows the relation between the visibility factor and the
decorrelation time scale. Let us consider two cases: a static optical field (top row
in Fig. 5.1(b) and a decorrelating optical field (bottom row in Fig. 5.1(b)). If the
optical field is static, the amplitude and phase of one speckle grain is fixed within
the camera exposure time 푇 and thus the interference fringes have high visibility.
If the optical field is decorrelating within the camera exposure time, the pattern
recorded on the camera will be the summation of different interference patterns with
difference amplitudes and phases. The summation of the patterns from uncorrelated
sample field will cause a low fringe visibility. As the decorrelation time shrinks
relative to the camera exposure time 푇 , the number of decorrelating events within 푇
grows, therefore leading to lower fringe visibility.
System characterization and measurement fidelity improvements
To verify and characterize the performance of the system, we used two ground glass
diffusers (Thorlabs, DG20 Series) as the samples. The schematic is shown in Fig.
5.2(a) (more details in Fig. 5.5A). The first one had controlled rotating speeds and
the other one is static. A laser beam illuminated the rotating diffuser and a range
of rotation speeds were applied. The scattered light from the first rotating diffuser
illuminated the second static diffuser and was collected by the optical system. The
static diffuser was used to eliminate the speckle pattern “smearing” effect that
is present when using a single rotating diffuser. The decorrelation times were
computed by measuring the time traces of the intensity fluctuations using a single
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Figure 5.1: Principle of ISVS. (a) Schematic of ISVS setup. A beam illuminates
the subject and the diffused light collected by the optical system interferes with a
reference beam on a camera. The sequence of the interference patterns is used to
reconstruct the signal trace that contains blood flow information. (b) Difference
between decorrelating and static diffused optical field recorded in a single camera
frame. When the diffused optical field is decorrelating, the camera integration sums
the independent holograms and results in a low fringe visibility hologram; when
the diffused optical field is static, the same hologram lasts during the whole camera
integration time and results in a high fringe visibility hologram.
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photon counting module (SPCM) in the optical setup. Then, by mapping rotation
speed to the measured decorrelation time, we were able to simulate a dynamic
sample with configurable decorrelation times.
First, we verified the mathematical model of the ISVS visibility factor by experi-
mental results. The blue curve in Fig. 5.2(b) depicts the measured ISVS visibility
factors under different camera exposure times (푇) to decorrelation time (휏) ratios,
푇/휏, where the decorrelation time 휏 of the scattering light was measured by analyz-
ing the autocorrelation of the time traces captured by the SPCM in parallel to the
ISVS measurement. The error bars on vertical axis were calculated from 10 ISVS
measurements, and the error bars on horizontal axis were calculated from 10 DCS
measurements. The red curve is the theoretical model calculation (See Eq. 5.10),
showing good correspondence with the experimental results.
Using the theoretical model, we then mapped the measured visibility factors to
decorrelation times (Fig. 5.2(c) vertical axis) and compared them to the DCS mea-
sured decorrelation times (Fig. 5.2(c) horizontal axis). The black dotted curve is the
line with the slope equal to 1. The agreement between the ISVS and DCS measured
speckle decorrelation times shows the ability of the system to quantitatively measure
decorrelation time.
Finally, we showed that the signal boost from the interferometric detection scheme
resulted in a measurement with higher fidelity compared to direct detection, when
the number of signal photons from the sample was low. In this experiment, we
performed direct SVS measurements and used the model from Ref. [17] to calculate
the scattered light decorrelation time. As shown in (Fig. 5.2(d), when the number of
photon-electrons excited by the signal beam was large (> 5 e-/pixel), both SVS and
ISVS provided results close to the one in the DCS measurement, which served as
the ground truth. As the signal beam became weaker, SVS measured decorrelation
times deviated from the ground truth and got larger. In the low photon budget
regime (e.g., < 1 e-/pixel) where mean intensity on the camera was low, the detector
noise dominated the spatial speckle fluctuation, resulting in a high contrast, i.e., the
ratio between the standard deviation and the mean value of the frame is high. For
SVS, this camera-noise caused high contrast pattern may have a similar contrast as a
frame with high contrast speckles. In this case, the model will inaccurately provide
a long decorrelation time that is close to a static speckle pattern. In comparison,
the interference term of ISVS is not significantly impacted by the camera noise and
ISVS should provide an accurate measurement even when the detected signal photon
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count is low.
System operation on rats
We implemented an ISVS system to monitor blood flow in rats. The monitoring
was performed in the dorsal skin and brain in a reflection-mode configuration. A
nude rat was first anesthetized and then its dorsal skin was shaved and mounted to
a clip device. A collimated laser beam illuminated the skin and the light diffused
by the skin was detected by the ISVS system. The pulsatile effect of the blood
flow from the dorsal skin flap measured by the ISVS system is presented in Fig.
5.6A. Additionally, another nude rat was anesthetized and a portion of its scalp
removed. A collimated laser beam illuminated the skull and the light diffused from
the skull and brain was detected by the ISVS system. The pulsatile CBF results
from ISVS measurement are shown in Fig. 5.6B. In the rat brain experiment, the
bregma area was imaged by the system (Fig. 5.6C) and the central part of the
imaging area was ∼ 1 cm from the laser illumination spot. In both dorsal skin
and brain blood flow measurements, a customized pulse monitor was synchronized
with the optical system and monitored the blood flow in the tail, confirming that
the detected pulsatile ISVS signals indeed originate from the pulsatile nature of the
heart beating. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5.5B and
details of the anesthesia and surgery are in Section 5.4. All of the procedures and
the dosage of chemicals followed the protocols of the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee at California Institute of Technology. Animal husbandry and all ex-
perimental procedures involving animal subjects were approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) and by the Office of Laboratory Animal
Resources at the California Institute of Technology under IACUC protocol 1770-18.
Human experiment design and operation
To demonstrate the performance of ISVS for in vivomeasurements of CBF dynamics,
we implemented an ISVS system on human subjects, as depicted in Fig. 5.3(a).
The schematic of a more detailed optical setup can be found in Section5.4 and
Fig. 5.5C. A beam splitter was added to split the light onto a single-photon-
counting-module (SPCM) as a reference for photon count rates, as well as a DCS
measurement. A healthy adult human subject sat on a medical chair with his head
placed inside a head immobilizer. Non-contact source and detector fibers were
mounted above the subject’s forehead over the prefrontal cortex area. To have a
sufficient number of illumination photons for this measurement, the laser beam
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Figure 5.2: Characterization of ISVS by using rotating diffusers. (a) Schematic of
the characterization experiment using two rotating diffusers. (b) Experimentally
measured visibility factor F in different 푇/휏 (blue curve), and the theoretical model
curve (red curve). The vertical error bars are calculated from30 ISVSmeasurements,
and the horizontal error bars are calculated from 10 DCS measurements. (c) The
comparison between the ISVS measured 휏 and DCS measured 휏. The blue curve
is the experimental result, and the black dotted line is the line of unity slope. (d)
Comparing measured 휏 from interferometric (ISVS, blue curve) and direct (SVS,
red curve) detection in different light intensities. The horizontal axis shows the
mean number of photo-electrons on each pixel of the camera. The error bars are
calculated from 30 ISVS and SVS measurements. The decorrelation time measured
by DCS (black dashed line) serves as the ground truth.
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from the 671-nm source was coupled to a multimode fiber (Thorlabs M31L02, ∼
3000 modes). The collimated 56 mW laser beam with a 6-mm spot size resulted
in a < 2mW/mm2 irradiance for skin exposure – within the limit stipulated by
American National Standard Institute (ANSI). The diffused light at various source-
detector (S-D) separations (S-D = 1.5 cm and 0.75 cm) was then collected via a large
core multimode fiber (Thorlabs M107L02, core diameter 1.5 mm) containing ∼ 6
million modes. The output of this fiber was channeled through the sample arm of
the interferometer. About 2×105 camera pixels were used to capture the photons. A
human protocol comprising of all detailed experimental procedures were reviewed
and approved by the Caltech Institutional Review Board (IRB) under IRB protocol
19-0941, informed consent was obtained in all cases, and safety precautions were
implemented to avoid accidental eye exposure.
We first demonstrated that the ISVS system was able to monitor the blood flow in
humans when the reflected light signal was low. When the S-D separation was
1.5 cm, the photon count rate read by the SPCM was ∼1500 counts/second, while
the dark count rate of the SPCM was ∼ 180 counts/second. This photon rate is
∼ 100 fold less than the light budget in conventional DCS experiments [8]. Due
to the experimental resources, the laser wavelength is 671 nm, at which biological
tissue has a higher absorption coefficient than wavelength 785 nm in common DCS
settings. The intensity decorrelation curve 푔2(푡) is shown in Fig. 5.3(b) after a
DCS measurement by the SPCM with a measurement time of 50 s. To obtain the
pulsatile signal from the DCS measurement, the SPCM trace is divided into sub
traces with the time duration of 10 ms for each sub trace. The blood flow index
(BFI) is calculated from each sub trace, based on the tissue scattering parameters
used in Ref. [23]. As shown in Fig. 5.3(c), there is no obvious pulsatile signal
retrieved from the DCSmeasurement. Therefore, under this experimental condition,
the photon count rate was not sufficient for DCS to monitor the pulsatile signal with
a reasonable SNR. The ISVS system with a camera exposure time of 2 ms and
an FPS of 100 Hz yielded a pulsatile signal trace, shown by the blue color line
in Fig. 5.3(d). The filtered signal trace is the red color line in Fig. 5.3(d). The
measured ISVS visibility factor was used to calculate the decorrelation time, and the
decorrelation time was used to calculate the BFI. The raw and filtered BFI traces are
presented in blue and red curves in Fig. 5.3(e), respectively. The Fourier transform
of the raw BFI trace is shown in Fig. 5.3(f), and the heart-beat frequency ∼1.1 Hz
and its harmonics are highlighted. In this experimental configuration, the average
photoelectron number of the signal beam on each camera pixel was ∼0.95, where
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the detector noise was ∼ 1.2 photoelectrons. In this case, the SNR for each pixel
was ∼ 0.95/√0.95 + 1.22 = 0.61 with a direct measurement. With a shot noise
dominant interferometric measurement, the single pixel SNR can achieve 0.95. By
using ∼ 2× 105 camera pixels, the overall SNR can be scaled up by
√
2 × 105 ≈ 450
times to 430. It is worth mentioning that, due to the dynamic scattering interaction
between the light and the blood flow, the contrast of the speckle pattern was much
lower than unity, predicted by the static speckle statistics. This in fact makes direct
detection even harder to retrieve the contrast of the pattern and the information of
the blood flow.
In order to demonstrate the capability of ISVS for human brain activity detection,
we established a straightforward brain stimulation experiment (breath-holding task)
for a healthy human subject. The experiment was based upon the fact that the
stoppage of the subject’s breathing increases the CBF due to vasomotor reactivity
from rising pCO2 [24, 25]. CO2 pressure will raise during breath holding [25] due
to metabolism, and the rising CO2 pressure can cause the increase of blood flow
[24]. In the experiment, the subject first breathed normally for ∼ 2 minutes, then
did an exhalation breath holding for ∼15 s, and finally started to recover by having
normal breathing again.
The S-D separations in the breath holding task were set to be 1.5 cm and 0.75 cm.
Since the∼1 Hz pulsatile blood flow change naturally presented in the measurement,
we set the sampling rate as 12 Hz. At this sampling rate the pulsatile signal was
present, where data processing could filter it. The system recorded the ∼10 s before
the breath holding, the entire ∼ 15 s of breath holding, and the ∼ 16 s after the
breath holding. We performed ISVS measurements in 3 cases: (i) an S-D separation
of 푑1 = 1.5 cm while the subject went through a breath-holding task, (ii) an S-D
separation of 푑1 = 0.75 cm while the subject went through a breath-holding task,
and (iii) an S-D separation of 푑2=1.5 cm while the subject breathed normally. The
representative recorded traces for case (i), (ii), and (iii) are shown in Fig. 5.3(g) and
Fig. 5.3(h), respectively. For each case, five repetitive experiments were conducted
to avoid single experiment outlier.
To see the rCBF change due to the breath holding task, the mean values and standard
deviations of rCBF during 2–4 s (Phase 1), 10–12 s (Phase 2, first several seconds
of breath holding), 22–24 s (Phase 3, last several seconds of breath holding), and
37–39 s (Phase 4) were calculated and plotted, as shown in Fig. 5.3(i). The increase
of rCBF values in Phase 3 at the S-D separation of 15 mm (case (i)) is clearly shown
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Figure 5.3: ISVS experimental results on a human subject. (a) Schematic of the
human experiment. The illumination came from a multimode fiber, and the diffused
light was collected by a large core multimode fiber. The output light of the large
core multimode fiber was directed into the ISVS setup, where the diffused light and
the reference beam were combined by a beam splitter and recorded by the camera.
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Figure 5.3: (Continued) (b) The intensity correlation function 푔2(푡) from a SPCM
recording trace with time duration of 50 s. The decorrelation time is∼50 휇s. (c) The
BFI trace calculated from DCS. The entire intensity fluctuation trace is divided into
sub traces, then the BFI is calculated from each sub trace. The BFI sampling rate is
100 Hz. (d) The ISVS visibility factor measured at 100 Hz on the forehead of the
human subject. The blue curve shows the original data points, and the red curve is a
low-pass filtered version of the blue curve. (e) Blood flow index calculated from the
visibility factor. The blue curve was calculated from the original data points, and the
red curve was low-pass filtered from the blue curve. (f) A Fourier transform of the
blue curve in (e) shows the heart beat frequency at ∼1.1 Hz and its harmonics. (g)
ISVS measured rCBF traces when the human subject was doing the breath holding
task. The subject exhaled and started holding their breath at ∼10 s and kept it until
around ∼15 s, after which the normal breathing was resumed. (h) ISVS measured
rCBF trace when the human subject breathed normally. (i) Statistical analysis of
rCBF change at different phases. Each data point and the error bar were calculated
from 5 measurement curves from one human subject.
by the blue line in Fig. 5.3(i). In this case (S-D separation of 1.5 cm), some of the
light interacted with the cerebral blood flow, as the previous research from Selb et
al. [26] showed that the blood flow change could be seen at an S-D separation larger
than 1 cm. The increase of rCBF values in Phase 3 at the S-D separation of 7.5
mm (case (iii)) was not as clear as that in case (i), as shown by the red line in Fig.
5.3(i). In this case (S-D separation of 0.75 cm), most of the light interacted with the
forehead skin rather than the brain, hence the breath holding task did not have the
same significant impacts on the signal. The normal breathing measurements at the
S-D separation of 1.5 cm (case (iii)) as a reference did not have significant change
of rCBF, as shown by the yellow line Fig. 5.3(i).
5.3 Discussion
Here we demonstrated the concept of ISVS, characterized the performance of ISVS,
and implemented it in human cerebral blood monitoring. The interferometric detec-
tion and camera parallel measurement of multiple speckles allowed us to sample the
weak signal lightwith high fidelity and a high frame rate. By using the sensitive ISVS
system, we monitored the pulsatile blood flow in brain as well as the cerebral blood
flow change during a breath holding task. The photon rate in our demonstration was
∼100 fold less than the photon rate in conventional DCS measurements.
From a more general perspective, diffusing correlation spectroscopy-based methods
can in general be categorized as time domain (DCS and interferometric DCS [15])
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Table 5.1: Overview of the mainstream non-invasive CBF imaging techniques. The
last column is added to place ISVS in perspective.
O15PET SPECT XeCT CT-P DCS-MRI ASL-MRI Doppler Ultrasound DCS ISVS
Bedside No Sometimes No No No No Yes Yes Yes
Contrast Agent Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No
Radiation Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No
Acq. Time 5–9 min 10–15 min 10 min 40 sec 1 min 5–10 min 10–20 min 0.5–6 sec 1–10 ms
Parameters CBF CBF CBF MTT MTT CBF BFV CBF CBF
Quantitative Yes Sometimes Yes Yes N/A Yes1 N/A Relative2 Relative
Spatial Resolution ∼5 mm ∼5 mm ∼5 mm ∼1.5 mm ∼2 mm ∼5 mm N/A ∼10 mm ∼10 mm
Intrascan time 10 min 10 min 20 min 10 min 25 min 0 min 0 min 0 min 0 min
Instrument Cost High High Moderate Moderate High High Low Low Low
or spatial domain (SVS and ISVS) methods. Both of them use corresponding
mathematical models to describe the light-tissue interaction and speckle statistics to
infer the temporal dynamics of signals of interest, such as cerebral blood flow. Time
domain methods (e.g., DCS, interferometric DCS) directly sample one or several
dynamical speckles temporally using high speed detectors, while spatial domain
methods, including ISVS, sample speckles spatially using detector arrays. Since
the SNR of the decorrelation time measurement is tied to the number of signal
photons, getting a higher SNR usually requires more signal photons. The more
signal photons in time domain methods inevitably lead to longer measurement time,
while in spatial domain methods that leads to more camera pixels. Therefore, in
spatial domain methods, scaling up of the number of camera pixels will scale up
the SNR of signal data points without increasing the measurement time, given high
enough data throughputs.
Another property of ISVS is that it does analysis on complex fields directly. As
shown in Eq. (5.3), the off-axis holography scheme allows us to reconstruct the
complex field and incorporate the field correlation function 푔1(푡) directly into the
visibility factor. In conventional methods such as time domain DCS or spatial
domain SVS, it is usually necessary to measure the intensity and use the Siegert
relation [27] to get the information of the field correlation function 푔1(푡). There
are several conditions required for the Siegert relation to be valid, such as the
Gaussian statistics and ergodicity requirements for the speckle field [28]. When
light interacts with static parts in tissue and diffuses to the detection plane, such as
surface reflection or shallow skin diffusion, there will be a static speckle field adding
on the dynamic speckle field. This static speckle field breaks the Gaussian statistics
and ergodicity requirements, and the Siegert relation in this case does not hold.
ISVS circumvents the Siegert relation and is able to directly retrieve the information
of the field correlation function 푔1(푡).
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The goal for future development of ISVS is to improve the stability of the light
collection part in the system. As we use a large core multimode fiber to collect the
signal light, it is highly sensitive to environmental perturbation, such as vibration.
The perturbation can cause significant changes inmodemixing in the fiber and results
in a decorrelating speckle pattern at the output of the fiber even if the input optical
field of the fiber is static. If the speckle decorrelation time caused by environmental
perturbation is comparable to the signal light decorrelation time, the contribution
from environments can overwhelm the signal itself. One viable solution to this
problem is to use a fiber bundle to replace the large core multimode fiber. The mode
mixing between the individual fibers in the bundle is less than that in the large core
multimode fiber, thus it is less sensitive to environmental perturbation.
Before concluding the discussion section, we would like to speculate on the potential
role of ISVS within the currently used clinical methods of accessing the information
of CBF. Table 5.1, which is adapted from Refs. [12] and [29], outlines the features
of the various non-invasive CBF measurement modalities, including ISVS. Since
ISVS shares the similar light illumination and collection architectures with DCS,
it inherits multiple advantages brought from DCS, such as bedside availability,
endogenous contrast, radiation free, short data acquisition time, and low cost. Due
to the multi-channel property brought by the camera, the data acquisition time for
each measurement is significantly shortened compared to DCS. The shortened data
acquisition time푇acq could help improve the sampling bandwidth up to 1/푇acq, which
can be up to hundreds or even thousands of Hz. In some cognitive tasks, such as
cerebral blood flow signals during walking [30], high sampling speeds are required
to record the quickly-changing signals for data analysis.
5.4 Appendix
Optical setup
The optical setup of the ISVS system is shown in Fig. 5.5. The beam from the
laser (CrystaLaser, CL671-150) is split into a reference beam and a sample beam by
a polarized beam splitter. The reference beam is coupled into a single mode fiber
(FB1, Thorlabs, PM460-HP) for spatial filtering. The filtered beam is collimated by
a single lens (L1) and illuminates on the camera (Phantom S640). The sample beam
is coupled into a multimode fiber (FB2, Thorlabs M31L02) and the output beam
is collimated and illuminates on the forehead of the human subject. The diffused
light from the human subject is collected by a large core multimode fiber (Thorlabs
M107L02). The output light field of the large core fiber is relayed onto the camera by
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a 4-f system (L2 and L3). A beam splitter (BS2) combines the reference beam and
sample beam. A custom designed aperture (AP) is put on the Fourier plane of the 4-f
system. A polarizer (P) is put in the sample arm to filter out the cross-polarization
portion of the diffused light. To record the scattered light from the sample using
conventional DCS methods, a beam splitter (BS1) is added in front of BS2 and an
SPCM (PerkinElmer, SPCM-AQRH-14) records the scattered light intensity.
System implementation on rat experiments
In the dorsal skin flap blood flow monitoring experiments, isoflurane (1-5%) ad-
ministered in an induction box followed by maintenance on a nose cone was used
to induce anesthesia on a regular laboratory rat. The dorsal skin flap of the rat was
shaved and clipped on a glass slide. The rat was put on a 3-D translational stage and
the illumination beam illuminated the dorsal skin flap. A 4-f system (L2 and L3,
Fig. 5.5B) in the optical setup imaged the skin that diffused light.
In the dorsal skin flap blood flow monitoring experiments, ketamine 80-100 mg/kg
and xylazine 8-10 mg/kg given via the intraperitoneal route was used to anesthetize
a regular laboratory rat. The skin on the head and the scalp on top of the skull were
surgically removed. The rat was put on a 3-D translational stage and the bregma and
lambda areas were identified and illuminated by a collimated beam. A 4-f system
(L2 and L3, Fig. 5.5B) in the optical setup imaged the part of skull that diffused
light. The distance between the illumination spot and the imaging field of view was
set about 1 cm.
Fourier plane aperture design
To maximize the bandwidth of the signal in the spatial frequency domain, we
specifically designed the shape of the aperture on the Fourier plane of the light
collection 4-f system (L2 and L3, Fig. 5.5A). This rectangular shape (shown in Fig.
5.7A) is different from conventional circular aperture shapes (shown in Fig. 5.7B),
since here we cared primarily about collecting the maximum number of speckles
rather than isotropic resolution in conventional imaging. The lateral size of the
aperture was designed to avoid aliasing when performing off-axis holography.
The mathematical derivation of visibility factor
In this section, we derive the secondmoment of the interference term 푆(r) in Eq. 5.4
in the main text. Previous work from [22] has shown similar theoretical derivation
as shown below, where they analyzed the interferometric detection for dynamic
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speckles in ultrasound modulated optical tomography.
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푑푡1푑푡2 푔1(푡1 − 푡2). (5.6)
Here 푔1(푡) is the field decorrelation function. Changing the integration variable by{
푡 = 푡1
휏 = 푡1 − 푡2

































given 푔1(푡) is symmetric. Therefore, Eq. 5.7 can be reduced to












0 2(1 − 푡푇 )푔1(푡) (shown in Eq.
5.5 in the main text). If 푔1(푡) has a form of 푔1(푡) = 푒−푡/휏 where 휏 is the speckle









(푒−휏/푇 − 1)] . (5.9)
As 휏  푇 , 휏/푇  1 and the visibility factor 퐹 converges to 2휏/푇 .
In real cases, the visibility factor calculated from Eq. 5.9 has a non-zero offset.
Even when no signal light photons hit the camera, there is still spatial fluctuations
in the cropped side lobes due to camera noise. Taking square and summing up all
the pixels give a non-zero offset that is related to camera noise. Therefore, in the
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main text Fig. 2B, we use a camera noise corrected model to describe the visibility
factor. The red curve in Fig. 2B has the expression of the corrected visibility factor
퐹 as




(푒−휏/푇 − 1)] (5.10)
where 훽 equals 0.9.
Supplementary figures
Figure 5.4: Flowchart of data processing. (A) The raw frame is Fourier transformed
and three lobes contain the information of the reference beam and sample beam.
The yellow enclosed circle and rectangle contain the intensity information of the
reference beam and sample beam, and the red enclosed circle and rectangle contain
the information of the visibility factor and the complex fields. (B) The reference
beam calibration provides the mean value of the reference beam intensity, the red
enclosed rectangle in (A) provides the mean value of the energy in one of the
interference lobes, and the yellow enclosed rectangle in (A) provides the mean value
of the sample beam intensity after subtracting the reference beam mean intensity.
< · > denotes the ensemble average over space.
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Figure 5.5: Schematic of the optical setup. (A) Optical setup for diffuser exper-
iments. (B) Optical setup for animal experiments. (C) Optical setup for human
experiments. AP, aperture; BS, beam splitter; CAM, camera; FB, fiber; FC, fiber
coupler; HWP, half-wave plate; L, lens; M, mirror; ND, neutral-density filter; P,
polarizer; SPCM, single photon counting module.
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Figure 5.6: Results of rat experiments. (A) The results clearly show the breathing
signal at 1.5 Hz from both the pulse oximeter and ISVS visibility factor signals (four
big dips). Pulsatile signals at 3.5 Hz are shown in the pulse oximeter but not clearly
shown in ISVS from the dorsal skin flap. This might be due to less arterial vessels
in dorsal skin flap. (B) The results show the breathing signal at 1.0 Hz from both
the pulse oximeter and ISVS visibility factor signals. Pulsatile blood flow signals in
ISVS couple with the breathing signals in brain signal measurements. (C) The wide
field image of the brain bregma area of the rat using white LED illumination. The
pulse oximeter in both measurements samples at 1 kHz. The camera frame rate in
the ISVS system in both measurements is set at 50 Hz and the exposure time is set
as 16 ms.
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Figure 5.7: Fourier plane aperture design. (A1) Rectangular aperture. (A2) The
Fourier spectrum of an off-axis hologram with a rectangular aperture. (B1) Circular
aperture. (B2) The Fourier spectrumof an off-axis hologramwith a circular aperture.
Mathematically, it can be shown that 퐴 = 4
√
2
3+√2퐵 ≈ 1.28퐵. Therefore, the circular
aperture uses 2휋퐴
2/4
(4퐵)2 ≈ 16% (red circles in (B2) of the Fourier space while the
rectangular aperture uses 50% (red rectangles in (A2)) of the Fourier space. The
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C h a p t e r 6
DIFFUSINGWAVE SPECTROSCOPY: A UNIFIED TREATMENT
ON TEMPORAL SAMPLING AND SPATIAL ENSEMBLE
METHODS
This chapter contains unpublished content from a manuscript in preparation.
Diffusing wave spectroscopy (DWS) is a well-known method to measure the tem-
poral dynamics of dynamic samples. In DWS, dynamic samples scatter the incident
coherent light, and the information of the temporal dynamics is encoded in the
scattered light. To record and analyze the light signal, there exist two types of
methods – temporal sampling methods and spatial ensemble methods. Temporal
sampling methods, including diffuse correlation spectroscopy (DCS), use one or
multiple large bandwidth detectors to well sample and analyze the temporal light
signal to infer the sample temporal dynamics. Spatial ensemble methods, includ-
ing speckle visibility spectroscopy (SVS), use a high-pixel-count camera sensor to
capture a speckle pattern and use the speckle contrast to infer sample temporal dy-
namics. The two methods seem independent but there are fundamental similarities
in terms of their measurement accuracy. In this work, to our knowledge, for the
first time we theoretically and experimentally demonstrate that the measurement
accuracy of the two sets of methods has a unified expression that is determined
by the physical conditions. The fundamental limitations of both methods are the
number of independent measurements (NIM) and photon budget. Under the shot
noise dominant condition, with the same experimental NIM and photon budget, the
two sets of methods should provide sample dynamic measurements with similar
accuracy. By applying temporal sampling methods and spatial ensemble methods
simultaneously to monitor the human cerebral blood flow (CBF), we experimentally
observe that spatial ensemble methods have a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in
CBFmeasurements, mainly due to more NIM achieved by spatial ensemble methods
compared to temporal sampling methods. By using the spatial ensemble method,
we achieved the blood pulsatile flow measurement with a 100-fold lower photon




Diffusing wave spectroscopy (DWS) [1, 2] is a well-established approach that is
used to measure the temporal dynamical properties of dynamic samples, such as
in vivo blood flow monitoring [3], air turbulence quantification [4], and particle
diffusion in liquid solution [5]. A common experimental setting of DWS is to use a
coherent laser source to illuminate the dynamic sample and measure the scattered
light. The scattered light forms a dynamic speckle pattern in which the information
of the sample dynamics is encoded, therefore the sample temporal dynamics can
be inferred by analyzing the intensity of scattered light. Recently, DWS has been
widely applied in biomedical and clinical areas [3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11], especially in
monitoring cerebral blood flow (CBF). In such applications, researchers typically
utilize red or near-infrared light to illuminate the brain through skin, probe the
dynamic scattering light that interacts with the brain, and analyze the recorded light
signal to infer the information of CBF.
Since the dynamic of the light signal is tied to the temporal dynamic of the dynamic
sample, there exist two sets of methods to measure the light signal to attain the
information of the temporal dynamic – one is to use temporal sampling methods,
and the other one is to use spatial ensemble methods. Bothmethods share the similar
light illumination systems (Fig. 6.1a), and the difference is that they collect and
analyze the light signal differently.
Temporal sampling methods, including diffuse correlation spectroscopy [1, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7], utilize one or multiple large bandwidth detectors to record the intensity fluctua-
tion of one or a few speckle grains, and analyze the temporal signal to reconstruct the
information of the temporal dynamics. The recorded intensity fluctuation trace 퐼 (푡),
where t denotes time, is autocorrelated and normalized to approximate the intensity
correlation function 푔2(푡), i.e., 푔2(푡) = <퐼 (푡1)퐼 (푡1−푡)><퐼 (푡1)2> where < · > denotes the average
over time variable 푡1. According to the Siegert relation [12], the intensity correlation
function 푔2(푡) = 1 + |푔1(푡) |2, where 푔1(푡) = <퐸 (푡1)퐸 (푡1−푡)><퐸 (푡1)2> is the electric field (퐸 (푡))
correlation function. Speckle decorrelation time is introduced to describe the time
scale during which decorrelation happens. Generally, speckle decorrelation time 휏
is defined as the time point when the temporal autocorrelation function 푔1(푡) drops
below a certain threshold. A common model is 푔1(푡) = exp(−푡/휏) and the time
instant that 푔1(푡) drops to 1/푒 is defined as the decorrelation time. The autocorre-
lation function of the intensity fluctuation signal can be used to approximate 푔2(푡),
and it then can be calculated to obtain the speckle decorrelation time and scattering
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dynamics (Fig. 6.1b). Figure 6.1c gives examples of field decorrelation functions
with a short decorrelation time and a long decorrelation time.
Typical spatial ensemble methods, including speckle visibility spectroscopy (SVS)
[13, 14] (a.k.a. speckle contrast spectroscopy [9]) and laser speckle contrast imaging
(LSCI) [11, 15], use a camera sensor as a detector to record a frame of the speckle
pattern. The camera exposure time is longer than the speckle decorrelation time
(empirically one order of magnitude longer than the decorrelation time), therefore
multiple different speckle patterns sum up within the exposure time, yielding a
blurring speckle pattern. The decorrelation time is then calculated from the degree
of blurring – more specifically, from the speckle contrast over the speckles in
the whole frame. The speckle contrast 훾 relates with 푔1(푡) in the form of 훾2 =∫ 푇
0 2(1 − 푡푇 ) |푔1(푡) |2푑푡 (See Ref. [13] and Section 6.6). From the measured speckle
pattern, we can calculate 훾 to get the information of 푔1(푡), and consequently obtain
the information of the sample dynamics (Fig. 6.1b). Generally, shorter decorrelation
timewill cause a lower contrast speckle frame. Figure 6.1d gives examples of speckle
frames with a short decorrelation time and a long decorrelation time.
Since the aforementioned two sets of methods share similar optical illumination but
use different detection principles, it is worth exploring the fundamental limitations
and jointly analyzing the performance of the two methods. Some of the previous
research have investigated the performance of the two individual methods from some
aspects. For instance, ref [16] discusses the effect of finite sampling time in temporal
sampling methods; ref [14] discusses the effect of shot noise in spatial ensemble
methods. Here, we jointly realize a unified analysis on the performance of the two
sets of methods, and show the equivalence of the measurement accuracy of the two
methods. Interestingly, we find a unified expression for the twomethods with respect
to the measurement accuracy. The accuracy of decorrelation time measurements
fromboth sets ofmethods is determined by the number of independentmeasurements
(NIM) and the amount of photon flux. In temporal sampling methods, NIM is the
number of decorrelation events recorded by the detector, while in spatial ensemble
methods, it is the number of collected speckle grains. The NIM equivalence of the
two methods fundamentally is due to the equivalence of speckle spatial ensemble
and temporal ensemble.
Under typical experimental conditionswhere photon shot noise is the dominant noise
source in the measurement, the two sets of methods should provide decorrelation
measurements with similar accuracy, given the same the number of independent
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Figure 6.1: An overview of scattered light dynamics measurement. (a) After the
illumination light interacts with the dynamic scatterers, the scattered light forms a
set of dynamic speckle patterns. Temporal sampling methods usually use a high
speed detector to record the intensity temporal fluctuation, while spatial ensemble
methods usually use a camera sensor to record the speckle patterns. (b) Temporal
sampling methods calculate the autocorrelation function of the recorded intensity
fluctuation to obtain the speckle decorrelation time. Spatial ensemble methods
calculate the speckle contrast and use mathematical models to obtain the speckle
decorrelation time. In both methods, the calculated speckle decorrelation time is
used to infer the scattering dynamics. (c) Examples of field decorrelation functions
with a short and a long decorrelation times in temporal sampling methods. (d)
Examples of speckle frames with a short and a long decorrelation times in spatial
ensemble methods.
measurements (NIM) and photon flux. In the experiment, we observe that spatial
ensemble methods have higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in CBF measurements
with a fixed sampling rate, mainly due to more NIM achieved by a camera sensor
compared to a single-photon-counting-module (SPCM) per unit time.
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6.2 Theory
To start the quantitative analysis on the two sets of methods, let us first define the
NIM for temporal sampling methods and spatial ensemble methods. In temporal
sampling methods, NIM is defined as 2푇/휏, where 푇 is the time duration of the
measured temporal trace, and 휏 is the speckle field decorrelation time. The constant
2 in 2푇/휏 is introduced to match the conversion between 푔1(푡) and 푔2(푡). The SNR
of the measured decorrelation time 휏, which is defined as the expected decorrelation












Here, 푁휏 is the average number of photons in one speckle grain per time 휏, and
푀푡푒푚푝표푟푎푙 is the NIM in temporal sampling methods. The detailed derivation is
shown in Section 6.6.
In spatial ensemble methods, the NIM is defined as the number of independent
speckle grains captured by the camera sensor. In typical cases where the size of
speckle grains is larger than the camera pixel size, we can use the mutual coherence
function [17] to estimate the speckle size. The SNR of the measured decorrelation
















푁휏 has the same definition as in the temporal sampling methods. 푀푠푝푎푡푖푎푙 is the
NIM in spatial ensemble methods. The detailed derivation is shown in Section 6.6.
Equations 6.2 and 6.1 reveal that the two sets of methods have similar dependency
on photon flux 푁휏 and NIM. The unified mathematical expression shows the equiva-
lence of spatial ensemble and temporal sampling. The SNR of both methods scales
up with NIM in a square root relation. From amathematical perspective, we are esti-
mating a statistical parameter (decorrelation time 휏) from the data, and the accuracy
(SNR of 휏) of the estimation increases with the number of independent sampling
points (NIM in this case) according to central limit theorem. The photon flux affects
the SNR of the decorrelation time measurements in another manner. Only when
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푁휏 is smaller or comparable to one, which means on average there is only one or
less photon in one speckle grain per decorrelation time 휏, the SNR of the measured
decorrelation time 휏 starts to be affected by 푁휏. Fundamentally, the dependency of
푁휏 comes from shot noise. When 푁휏 is large, i.e. 푁휏 >> 1, shot noise is negligible
compared to the light fluctuation induced by the scatterers. When 푁휏 is small, i.e.
푁휏 is smaller or comparable to 1, the light intensity fluctuation induced by shot
noise is larger or comparable to the fluctuation induced by the scatterers.
From Eqs. 6.1 and 6.2, we notice that the SNR of the two sets of methods only differ
by a constant when 푁휏 >> 1. However, when 푁휏 << 1, temporal sampling methods
tend to behave worse than spatial ensemble methods, due to a larger constant factor
in front of 푁2휏 . Under the photon sufficient condition where 푁휏 >> 1 and the
same NIM, the two methods yield the decorrelation time measurement with similar
accuracy. Since the SNR “saturates” with respect to 푁휏 when 푁휏 >> 1, the practical
way of high accuracy decorrelation time measurements is to increase NIM under
the photon sufficient condition (푁휏 >> 1).
6.3 Experiment
We performed experiments to verify the SNR equations (Eq. 6.1 and Eq. 6.2) of
decorrelation time measurements in both temporal sampling and spatial ensemble
methods. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6.3. A laser beam (laser model
number: CrystaLaser, CL671-150, wavelength 671 nm) is coupled into a multimode
fiber FB1, and the output beam from the fiber illuminates the sample (in the gray
dashed line box). The scattered light is collected by a 4-f system (L1 and L2), and is
split onto a camera and an SPCM (PerkinElmer, SPCM-AQRH-14), respectively. In
the diffuser experiment where we verified the models for the two sets of methods, the
light passes a rotating diffuser and a static diffuser, and the scattered light is directly
collected by the 4-f system. In the human experiment where we demonstrated
the NIM advantage of spatial ensemble methods over temporal sampling methods,
the light illuminates the skin of the human subject, and diffused light at a source-
detector (S-D) separation of 1.5 cm is collected by a large core multimode fiber
FB2 (Thorlabs M107L02, core diameter 1.5 mm, containing 6 million modes) and
directed to the 4-f system.
In the human experiment, the 56 mW laser beam with a 6-mm spot size results in a
< 2푚푊/푚푚2 irradiance for skin exposure – within the limit stipulated by American
National Standard Institute (ANSI). The output of this fiber was channeled to the
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camera. A human protocol comprising of all detailed experimental procedures were
reviewed and approved by the Caltech Institutional Review Board (IRB) under IRB
protocol 19-0941, informed consent was obtained in all cases, and safety precautions
were implemented to avoid accidental eye exposure.
Figure 6.2: Experimental setup. AP, aperture; BS, beam splitter; CAM, camera;
FB, fiber; FC, fiber coupler; L, lens; ND, neutral density filter; P, polarizer; R,
rotating diffuser; SPCM, single photon counting module.
The experimental results confirm our theoretical analysis. We first verified the
relation between SNR and NIM, given a fixed photon flux 푁휏. Figure 6.3 shows
the relation between the SNR and the NIM under the photon sufficient case, for
both temporal sampling and spatial ensemble methods. In the experiment, 푁휏 is
set to be ∼ 10. In both methods, the square of the SNR scales up linearly with
the NIM, as predicted by the theoretical analysis. Due to the approximation in the
theoretical analysis (Section 6.6) and experimental imperfections such as detector
noise and non-perfect control of the diffuser rotating speed, the experimental 푆푁푅2
scales up slower compared to the theoretical line. This results in a gap between
the experimental dots and the theoretical line in the log-log plot (Fig. 6.3c,d). The
experimentally measured decorrelation times at different NIM are demonstrated in
Fig. 6.3a,b. Both methods can consistently measure the decorrelation time, with
less errors as NIM increases. Figure 6.3e shows examples of the autocorrelation
functions from intensity temporal fluctuation traces with different NIM. Under such
photon sufficient condition, less NIM will cause the “shape deviation” from the
expected autocorrelation function. Intuitively speaking, the number of sampled
decorrelation events is not statistically sufficient to be representative for the whole
decorrelation process. Figure 6.3f shows a speckle frame from the spatial ensemble
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method, with the enclosed red and white boxes containing different numbers of
speckle grains. The speckle contrast calculated from a small enclosed box will
give a relatively large error from the expected contrast. Similar as in the temporal
sampling method, here in the spatial ensemble method, a small enclosed box does
not contain a statistically sufficient number of speckle grains to be representative for
all the speckle grains in the frame.
We then verified the relation between SNR and photon flux 푁휏, given a fixed NIM.
Figure 6.3 shows the relation between the SNR and 푁휏 when NIM is set to be 300,
for both temporal sampling and spatial ensemble methods. In both methods, the
SNR does not change much under the photon sufficient case (푁휏>10), while it starts
to decrease when 푁휏 is comparable to 1. Figure 6.3e shows examples of the auto-
correlation functions from intensity temporal fluctuation traces with different 푁휏.
In this case, a small 푁휏 will cause more fluctuation in the calculated autocorrelation
function. Different from the case of small NIM where the autocorrelation function
remains smooth but has a “shape deviation” from the expected autocorrelation func-
tion, a small 푁휏 here contributes more “noise” on the calculated autocorrelation
function. From Eqs. 6.31 and 6.32 in Section 6.6, the fluctuation of the autocorrela-
tion function fundamentally comes from the autocorrelation operation of the noise
in the intensity measurement. Figure 6.3f shows speckle frames from the spatial
ensemble method with different 푁휏. The low 푁휏 speckle frame looks noisier than
the high 푁휏 frame due to more shot noise. The shot noise would also contribute to
the contrast calculation and subsequently introduces more errors.
We then implemented both methods to measure human CBF. To well sample the
pulsatile effect due to heartbeats, the sampling rate for both methods is set as 18 Hz.
The experimental results demonstrate that the spatial ensemble method can reveal
the pulsatile effect of the blood flow, while the single channel temporal sampling
method cannot.
Under the experimental condition, the photon flux is∼ 푁휏 = 0.1, and the total photon
rate is ∼1000/(pixel·second), which is in the photon starved situation. Figure 6.3a
shows the measured decorrelation time of the blood flow by the temporal sampling
method (DCS). No obvious pulsatile effect is shown in the plot because of the low
measurement SNR. Figure 6.3c1–6.3c3, corresponding to different enclosed boxes
in Fig. 6.3b, show the measured speckle decorrelation time of the blood flow by
the spatial ensemble method (SVS) over different numbers of pixels used in the
measurement. In the spatial ensemble method, the measurement SNR increases as
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Figure 6.3: The performance of temporal sampling and spatial ensemble methods
with respect to different NIM. (a) Temporal sampling measured speckle decorre-
lation time with respect to varying NIM. The error bar is calculated from 30 data
points. (b) Spatial ensemble measured speckle decorrelation time with respect to
varying NIM. The error bar is calculated from 30 data points. (c) The square of SNR
with respect to varying NIM in the temporal sampling methods. (d) The square of
SNR with respect to varying NIM in the spatial ensemble methods. (e) Examples
of the autocorrelation functions from intensity temporal fluctuation traces with dif-
ferent NIM. (f) An examples of a speckle frame used to calculate speckle contrast.
The red enclosed box indicates a large NIM, and the white enclosed box indicates a
small NIM.
the number of pixels used on the camera increases. When the number of pixels
is larger than 3025, the pulsatile effect is clearly shown by the spatial ensemble
method.
The reason to the above performance difference between the two sets of methods
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Figure 6.4: The performance of temporal sampling and spatial ensemble methods
with respect to different 푁휏. (a) Temporal sampling measured speckle decorrelation
time with respect to varying 푁휏. The error bar is calculated from 30 data points.
(b) Spatial ensemble measured speckle decorrelation time with respect to varying
푁휏. (c) SNR with respect to varying 푁휏 in the temporal sampling methods. The
error bar is calculated from 30 data points. (d) SNR with respect to varying 푁휏 in
the spatial ensemble methods. (e) Examples of the autocorrelation functions from
intensity temporal fluctuation traces with different 푁휏. (f) Examples of the speckle
frames with different 푁휏.
is tied to the achievable NIM. Under the experimental condition, the photon flux is
limited by safety limit. Therefore, a high SNRmeasurement can only be achieved by
a large NIM. In temporal sampling methods, a larger NIM is achieved by measuring
more decorrelation events (2푇/휏), while in spatial ensemble methods, a larger NIM
is achieved by measuring more speckles. Since the sampling rate is fixed to 18 Hz
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Figure 6.5: Human CBF induced speckle decorrelation time measurement results
from temporal sampling and spatial ensemble methods. (a) Results from the tem-
poral sampling method. (b) A speckle frame from the spatial ensemble method.
The white, orange, and black boxes enclose 10000, 3025, and 576 speckle grains,
respectively. (c) Results from the spatial ensemble method, with different NIM
(푀푠푝푎푡푖푎푙).
( 56 ms sampling time) and the speckle decorrelation time is mostly determined by
CBF (decorrelation time 0.1 ms), the NIM in temporal sampling is fixed to 550.
In spatial ensemble methods, increasing the NIM (measuring more speckles) does
not affect the sampling rate. In the experiment, the NIM in the spatial ensemble
method can achieve more than 104. The difference of achievable NIM between
the temporal sampling method and the spatial ensemble method determines the
performance difference of the two sets of methods in the speckle decorrelation time
measurement.
In previous temporal samplingmethods, to achieve a similar CBF sampling rate with
a reasonable measurement SNR, the required photon flux is ∼100k/(speckle·second)
[18]. In the meantime, costly SPCMs are required to measure the temporal inten-
sity fluctuation. In our demonstrated spatial ensemble method, the photon flux is
∼1k/(speckle·second), and a common camera sensor is used to measure the diffusing
photons. Therefore, the use of a camera sensor relaxes the requirement of the photon




Our results summarize the performance of the two sets of DWS decorrelation time
measurements, temporal sampling and spatial ensemble methods, and demonstrate
that they only depend on NIM and photon flux under the shot noise dominant con-
dition. When 푁휏 >> 1, i.e. the photon flux is sufficient, the bottle neck of the
measurement accuracy is limited by NIM. Since the SNR of the measurement scales
up with NIM by a similar constant in the two sets of methods, we can conclude that
they have similar “NIM efficiency”, i.e., each independent measurement represents
“similar amount” of information. However, for one independent measurement, tem-
poral samplingmethods require 10 data points ormore to construct the decorrelation
function, while spatial ensemble methods only require one pixel if we match the
speckle size and pixel size. Therefore, spatial ensemble methods can have higher
“data efficiency”.
Based on the current technology, common camera sensors usually support larger
data throughputs than common high bandwidth single detectors. Combining with
the higher “data efficiency”, spatial ensemble methods should yield more NIM per
unit time than temporal sampling methods. Therefore, at the current stage, spatial
ensemble methods tend to provide better performance compared to temporal domain
methods given the same light illumination and collection architecture. As an exam-
ple shown in the experimental results, CBF measurement experiment demonstrate
the advantage of spatial ensemble methods over temporal sampling methods. Since
commercial camera sensors can have millions of pixels, while in Fig. 6.3c we show
that ∼3k pixels are sufficient to monitor the blood flow, there is potential for spatial
ensemble methods to do parallel measurements in multiple regions of human brains
by using a single camera sensor.
There is a paradox that if the camera exposure time is much longer than the speckle
decorrelation time, spatial ensemble methods will have an extremely low contrast,
which might be difficult to be measured accurately. However, this paradox in
fact does not hold because the SNR expression in Eq. 6.2 is independent on the
camera exposure time. In fact, the accuracy of the contrast measurement is mainly
determined by the accuracy of the intensity variance measurement (from Section
6.6, Eq. 6.19), while the mean intensity only scales the intensity variance. Section
6.6, Eq. 6.19 shows that the intensity variance measurement only depends on the
NIM in themeasurement if the camera exposure time ismuch longer than the speckle
decorrelation time. Therefore, the accuracy of the contrast measurement also only
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depends on the NIM, with no dependency on the contrast value itself.
In general, the analysis of temporal sampling and spatial ensemble methods can be
extended to interferometric measurements. In this case, the counterparts of DCS
and SVS are IDCS and ISVS [19, 20], respectively. We expect that similar results
will also hold in the interferometric schemes, as the mathematical derivations are
similar for the direct detection discussed in this work and interferometric detection.
The drawback of spatial ensemble methods is that they can only provide a measure
of the decorrelation time scale, but cannot quantify the exact shape of the decor-
relation function. In practice, the combination of the two sets of methods should
be able to comprehensively measure the scattering dynamics with high “data effi-
ciency”. Temporal sampling methods can be applied first to quantify the shape of
the decorrelation function, while spatial ensemble methods can be applied later to
efficiently monitor the relative change of the dynamic scattering.
6.5 Summary
In conclusion, we performed systematical analysis on temporal sampling methods
and spatial ensemble methods for DWS dynamic scattering measurements. Our
theoretical and experimental results demonstrate that the accuracy of two sets of
methods is dependent on the number of independent measurements and the photon
flux. The two sets of methods have similar dependency on the NIM and photon flux.
Under the condition where the photon flux is sufficient, the two sets of methods
have similar measurement accuracy. We implemented the two sets of methods
simultaneously to measure the human CBF, and observed that spatial ensemble
methods were able to quantify the CBF with better accuracy than temporal sampling
methods, due to larger achievable NIM. We hope our findings could provide the
researchers in the field with a guideline to choosing appropriate approaches for
dynamic scattering quantification.
6.6 Appendix
SNR of decorrelation time measurements in spatial ensemble methods
When the light is reflected from the dynamic sample, the light intensity at position
푟 and time 푡, 퐼푟 (푡), can be decoupled into two parts,
퐼푟 (푡) = 퐼푟,푆 (푡) + 푛(푡), (6.3)
where 퐼푟,푆 (푡) is the intensity of one speckle of the signal light that is perturbed by
the scattering media, and 푛(푡) is the intensity fluctuation from noise, such as shot
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noise and detector noise. By the definition of noise, 푛(푡) has zero mean. 퐼푟,푆 (푡)
follows exponential distribution due to speckle statistics [17]. For convenience, we
define the AC part of 퐼푟,푆 (푡) and 퐼푟 (푡) as 퐼˜푟,푆 (푡) and 퐼˜푟 (푡), respectively, therefore we
have
퐼˜푟 (푡) = 퐼˜푟,푆 (푡) + 푛(푡). (6.4)
Here, both 퐼˜푟,푆 (푡) and 퐼˜푟 (푡) are zero mean, and
〈퐼˜푟,푆 (푡)〉 =
√
〈퐼˜푟,푆 (푡)〉 = 퐼0 (6.5)
due to speckle statistics [17]. Here, 〈·〉 denotes the expected value and 퐼0 is the
expected value of 퐼푟,푆 (푡).





where 훼 is the factor that relates the photon numbers to photoelectrons on camera
pixels, including detector quantum efficiency, light collection efficiency, and other
experimental imperfections, and 푇 is the camera exposure time.









The numerator of the 훾2 is










훼2 퐼˜푟 (푡1) 퐼˜푟 (푡2)푑푡1푑푡2〉 .
(6.8)
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Here, 푔푆 (푡) is the correlation function of the mean-removed signal light intensity,
and 푔푛 (푡) is the correlation function of noise. If we assume 푔푆 (푡) = 푒−2푡/휏 and
푔푛 (푡) = 푒−푡/휏푛 , where 휏 is the decorrelation time of the speckle decorrelation time
and 휏푛 (related to the detector bandwidth BW, 1/BW) is the noise decorrelation
time, the above equation can be simplified as
훾2푢푝 = 훼
2 〈퐼˜2푟 〉 푇휏 + 2훼2 〈푛2〉 푇휏푛. (6.10)
If the detector is working under the shot noise dominant scheme, where the mean






= 2훼2 〈푛2〉 푇휏푛.
(6.11)
Substituting the above equation and Eq. 6.5 into Eq. 6.10, the numerator of the
contrast square can be further simplified as
훾2푢푝 = 훼
2퐼20푇휏 + 훼퐼0푇. (6.12)
The denominator of 훾 is
훾푑표푤푛 = 〈푆푟〉 = 훼퐼0푇. (6.13)


















where 푁푇 is the number of the photoelectrons in one speckle within the camera ex-
posure time. Conventional speckle statistics without considering shot noise predicts
that the speckle contrast scales with respect to 1/√푁푝푎푡푡푒푟푛, where 푁푝푎푡푡푒푟푛 is the
number of independent decorrelation patterns recorded by the camera sensor within
the exposure time. Intuitively, 푁푝푎푡푡푒푟푛 is ∼ 푇/휏 since the ratio provides the number
of decorrelation events within the camera exposure time. Here, the extra term 1/푁푇
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in Eq. 6.14 is due to shot noise, i.e., depending on the photon budget. If the number
of photoelectrons is sufficient, i.e., 1/푁푇 << 휏/푇 , we can discard this term and the
expression degenerates to the conventional form.
In experiment, we can only collect a finite number of speckles and use the ensemble
average to approximate the contrast. Hence, the contrast square calculated from one
camera frame 훾ˆ2 is a statistical estimation:
훾ˆ2 =
〈(푆푟 − 〈푆푟〉)2〉 푓 푖푛푖푡푒
〈푆푟〉 푓 푖푛푖푡푒
. (6.15)
Here, 〈·〉 푓 푖푛푖푡푒 denotes the ensemble average over the finite speckles in one camera
frame. Therefore, both the numerator and denominator of the contrast square 훾ˆ2 are
estimated from the finite speckles. To evaluate the accuracy of the estimation, we
need to estimate the errors of both numerator and denominator in Eq. 6.15.
Given a random variable 푋 , if we use a sample average 1/푁푖푛푑푒푝푒푛푑푒푛푡 ∑푁푖푛푑푒푝푒푛푑푒푛푡푖=1 푋푖
with 푁푖푛푑푒푝푒푛푑푒푛푡 independent measurements to estimate its expected value 〈푋〉, the
error between the sample average and the expected value is about
√
푉 (푋)/푁푖푛푑푒푝푒푛푑푒푛푡 ,
where 푉 (·) denotes the variance of the random variable 푋 . In our calculation,
푁푖푛푑푒푝푒푛푑푒푛푡 , the number of independent measurements (NIM) in spatial ensemble
method, is the number of speckle grains in the camera frame, which is termed
푀푠푝푎푡푖푎푙 .
Let us first calculate the variance of the numerator (훾2푢푝) of the 훾2. The variance of
훾2푢푝 is
















퐼˜푟 (푡1) 퐼˜푟 (푡2)푑푡1푑푡2〉 .
(6.16)
The first term in the above equation takes the expected value of four random variables
multiplied together. If 퐼ˆ푟 is a Gaussian random variable, the bracket can be expanded
as
〈퐼˜푟 (푡1) 퐼˜푟 (푡2) 퐼˜푟 (푡3) 퐼˜푟 (푡4)〉 = 〈퐼˜푟 (푡1) 퐼˜푟 (푡2)〉 〈퐼˜푟 (푡3) 퐼˜푟 (푡4)〉
+ 〈퐼˜푟 (푡1) 퐼˜푟 (푡3)〉 〈퐼˜푟 (푡2) 퐼˜푟 (푡4)〉 + 〈퐼˜푟 (푡1) 퐼˜푟 (푡4)〉 〈퐼˜푟 (푡2) 퐼˜푟 (푡3)〉 .
(6.17)
Here, even though 퐼˜푟 is not a Gaussian random variable, we still take the formula as
an approximation, and this approximation actually holds with tolerable errors based
on our experimental results. Equation 6.16 then becomes
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(〈퐼˜푟 (푡1) 퐼˜푟 (푡2)〉 〈퐼˜푟 (푡3) 퐼˜푟 (푡4)〉

















Therefore, if there are 푀푠푝푎푡푖푎푙 independent speckles in spatial ensemble methods,












Here, the term after the ± denotes the standard error of the statistical estimation.












Therefore, the denominator 훾ˆ2푑표푤푛 has a form of




























































In SVS, we usually set the camera exposure 푇 much greater than the decorrelation
time 휏, e.g., 푇 >> 휏, and the number of photons collected by one camera pixel 푁푇
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is also much greater than 1, e.g., 푁푇 >> 1. In this case, in the above equation,
the second term in the second square root in the error part can be dropped and the












Rewriting the above equation, we have
























Here, 푒푟푟 (휏) is the standard error of 휏, which is equal to 푇훾ˆ2
√
1
2푀푠푝푎푡푖푎푙 . As we
define 푁휏 as the number of photoelectrons on each camera pixel per time interval 휏,








SNR of decorrelation time measurements in temporal sampling methods
In temporal samplingmethods, a fast photodetector with a sufficient bandwidth, such
as a single-photon-counting-module (SPCM), is used to well sample the temporal







퐼푟 (푡1)퐼푟 (푡1 − 푡)푑푡1. (6.28)







퐼˜푟 (푡1) 퐼˜푟 (푡1 − 푡)푑푡1, (6.29)
where 퐺˜2(푡) denotes the intensity correlation function of the two mean-removed
intensity traces, 퐼˜푟 (푡) is the AC part of the intensity fluctuation, 푡1 is the time variable
for integral, and 푡 is the time offset between the two intensity traces.
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[ 퐼˜푟,푆 (푡1) + 푛(푡1)] [ 퐼˜푟,푆 (푡1 − 푡) + 푛(푡1 − 푡)]푑푡1. (6.30)
The expected value of 퐺˜2(푡) is
〈퐺˜2(푡)〉 = 훼2퐼20푔푆 (푡) + 훼2 〈푛2〉 푔푛 (푡). (6.31)
Same as the definition before, 푔푆 (푡) is the correlation function of the mean-removed
signal light intensity, and 푔푛 (푡) is the correlation function of noise.
When we use the finite time average to estimate the expected value of 퐺˜2(푡), we
need to calculate the variance of 퐺˜2(푡):









































Hence, if we calculate the correlation function 퐺˜2(푡) by using a finite long mea-
surement trace and use it to estimate 〈퐺˜2(푡)〉, we have the following estimation
form
퐺˜2(푡) = 〈퐺˜2(푡)〉 ±
√
푉 [퐺˜2(푡)]













Since 푔푛 (푡) usually has much shorter decorrelation time compared to 푔푆 (푡), to
estimate the speckle decorrelation time 휏, we can use the part of the correlation
curve where 푔푛 (푡)4 drops close to 0 while 푔푆 (푡) is still close to unity. In this case,
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the part of the the correlation curve 퐺ˆ2(푡) is






















In the experiment, 휏푛 can be approximated as the inverse of the detector bandwidth,
or equivalently the time interval Δ푇 between two data points. In the following
calculation, we will substitute 휏푛 by Δ푇 .
When we use the decorrelation curve to estimate a parameter associated with the
curve, such as decorrelation time, there exist different fitting models to retrieve the
parameter. Here, for simplicity, the estimated decorrelation time 휏ˆ can be chosen
by taking the time point where the decorrelation curve drops to 1/푒. In this case,
the error of the estimated decorrelation time 푒푟푟 (휏) is
푒푟푟 (휏) = 1






















Hence, the decorrelation time 휏 can be estimated from the calculated decorrelation
time 휏 as



















2푇 + 1훼퐼0푇 + 1훼2퐼20푇Δ푇
. (6.37)
As defined in the main text, the NIM in temporal domain methods 푀푡푒푚푝표푟푎푙 = 2푇휏 ,
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